CO-EDITORK

On the one nand, in today's square
dance picture, new figures are being
created almost daily. On the other hand,
we hear traditionalists saying, "Keep it
pure. Don't tamper with our old square
and contra dances."
The new creations may be forcing
square dancing to change more rapidly
than is good but we submit that to
maintain old-tyme dancing with no
change is impossible. Why do we now
have The Virginia Reel as a traditional
dance, rather than The Sir Roger de
Coverley that preceded it. Because as
the dance traveled west, changes were
made. We tell callers to be flexible and
to adapt material to the dancers'
abilities. When callers do this to a
traditional dance, the result is an
adaptation which is then passed on to
others. So it goes.
How many readers know that no less a
"traditionalist" than "Poppy" Shaw
"invented" the ALLEMANDE THAR?
We feel some of the traditionalists are
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also saying, "Don't you tamper— let
me do it. Some who are crying loudly
about the use of modern figures in
contra dancing have themselves created
new contras. Until the recent interest in
contras partly generated by the bicentennial theme, very few line dances
were seen, even in their home area of
New England. If it weren't for the
efforts of Herbie Gaudreau, who
updated some contras to interest square
dancers, and those few callers who
interspersed these in evening programs, contras might have dropped out
of the square dance scene completely.
We do feel that the 64-beat framework,
the 8-beat phrasing, and the proper
timing of each figure should be
maintained for a contra to be called a
CONTRA rather than just a MIXER; but
we definitely think an established newer
basic such as flutter wheel can be
judiciously written into a modern contra
and enjoyed by both the "traditionalists" and the ''modernists".
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That cover you recently printed with
the 18th century dancers (March). Jim
Morrison, Dance Director of Country
Dance and Song Society in New York
City says it's French, circa 1760's. I
might add that the couple with
interlocked arms is doing the allemand
with the left hand. (Allemand, meaning
"German" in French, came from a
court dance of the same name with
figures such as pictured.) The other
couples are probably "Turning the
Allemand over the ladies' heads."
Chip Hendrickson
Newtown, Connecticut
I was surprised to find my article
"Dancing" on pages 14 and 15 of the
May issue and recognize it as the one
which I wrote. I was disappointed with
the name credit. I seriously doubt that a
"Fred Corey" exists who would take
credit for the article. I feel that my last
name was probably mispelled somewhere during reprinting of the article.
My article was first published in the
December 1974 issue of "News Notes."
a monthly publication of the New
Mexico S/ D Association. If you have
doubts, please check with the New
Hampshire "Northern Junket" on the
source of the article and the identity of
Fred Corey.
Fred Haury
Albuquerque, New Mexico
ED. NOTE: We regret the inadvertent
error. The article was reprinted from
"Northern Junket" and credited to
Fred Corey in that publication. We are
glad to give credit where credit is due,
and thank Fred Haury for bringing this
to our attention.
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The dancers here in the Canal Zone are
still talking about the fantastic night of
dancing you gave us in December. We
wanted you to know about two unusual
events we've had since your visit. In
March we here in Panama were visited
by the West comet (glowing in the East,
naturally). At 4:00 A.M. three couples
of square dancers met at the beach
armed with binoculars, cameras, a
telescope and breakfast to await the
showing. While the comet was streaking across the early morning sky
another square dance couple showed up
and naturally four couples means
Allemande Left so we all sang and
danced a couple of favorites.
Then in April our club, the Star-in-aCircle, sponsored a Super Duck trip (2
oceans in 1 day) which consisted of
dancing in the surf of the Pacific Ocean
in early afternoon and then busing
across the Isthmus to the Atlantic beach
where we enjoyed dancing in the surf
and an evening picnic. The fifty mile
trip home was shortened by our guitar
sing-along and all 50 participants had a
delightful and unusual day.
Jake and Donna Meyer
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone
Please send me your "Square Dance
Book of Clip Art"....I also want to thank
Will Orlich for publishing my Backtrack
material. I enjoy Ed Fraidenburg's and
Will Orlich's material and I use some of
it at my dances.
Doug Waldren
Westland, Michigan
Thanks for the "hot off the press"
copy of American Squaredance. Also
thanks for the great story on our annual
convention. The attendance was about
9000. Except for the national, I don't
think any other square dance event in
the country can match those figures
our square dance memories are many
and any small contribution we have
made has been repaid many, many
times over.
Charlie Baldwin
Norwell, Massachusetts
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JULY . Who needs the FOURTH,
anyway? .... We all need it, like
BLAZES .... BLAZING HOT month....
HOT DOG! .... HOT 'n HAPPY....
HAPPINESS is a DOG-eared book to
read in the SUN.... SUN-day at the
BEACH.... BEACH CRABS.... JULY is
the CRAB month.... CRAB APPLES....
APPLESAUCE.... SAUCE for the
GOOSE.... GOOSEBERRIES ....
BERRY PIE.... "PI-r-SQUARED" says
the teacher.... "SQUARE 'em up" says
the caller.... We need a FOURTH in our
SQUARE.... WHO needs a FOURTH,
anyway? .... JULY, that's who!
Silly litany? Maybe so. So we go a
Meandering through the silly month of
July. People often cry in winter, laugh
in the spring, and get silly in the
summer, 'tis said. So let's get silly, if
it's so seasonable.
July makes some folks feel HYSTERICAL. Raindrops falling on one's
head— on one's parade— on one's
picnic— on the FOURTH— on CUE!
July makes some folks feel HISTORICAL. Liberty bell. Declaration of
Independence. John Hancock. George
Washington. Alexander Graham— one
of the BELL-boys. Henry Ford. "GOOD
Morning." "Sets in Order."
Others have other strange sensations.
Take me, for instance.... (Nobody wants
you— co-ed.) I get an uneasy, compulsive feeling of WANDERLUST at this
time of year. I mean a real GO-GO
feeling. (Maybe a GO-Go dancer wants
you— co-ed.) That feeling of anticipation for new adventure is there
always. but it hits especially hard in
July. (Then why must I literally light a
firecracker under you to get you to
"adventure" into a home-decorating
spree?— co-ed.)
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Goodness knows, I travel enough
about this land. But there's always that
NEW place to explore, just over the
horizon. In exactly ONE YEAR from this
month— if all goes well— we'll be
adventuring to the South Seas. Do
kangaroos really come with GLOVE
compartments, or are they OPTIONAL?
I wonder.
Working here at my desk in the
magazine office in Huron, Ohio, I can
gaze out the window and see a giant
freighter— fully five stories high—
passing almost through the back lawn,
it seems, to take on some ore, or grain,
or fertilizer, or whatever, at the nearby
loading docks. The name of this vessel
slides past me— MONTREALAIS—
printed on the side in stark white letters
on that black bohemoth, a city-block
long. I have a strange and nonsensible
impulse to run out and climb aboard,
then go cruising for weeks out into the
deep Lake Erie waters, leaving all cares
and routines on shore. (You could just
LOAD the BOAT, go ZOOM, and
FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR— co-ed.)
But the impulse passes, and good sense
returns.

xis

last dollar, and smiling a smile that
says, more eloquently than words,
"We'll make it, together...." and that's
the kind of stuff our WOMEN are made
of, pal! Don't forget it.
July marks the front door of a series
of vacation events, Caller Colleges,
times to relax and get refreshed— as we
close the back door on the monumental
National Square Dance Convention in
Anaheim, California (account next
month), plus the soft wind-blown
whispers of the greatest get-together of
callers ever held, last spring in Chicago.
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July is a fitting month to pay tribute
to the ladies, says yours truly, the old
galleyslave (printer's galley, not a
nautical galley, by golly). I mean it's
high time we men come forth and
recognize the indispensiblenecessity of
the gals on the square and everywhere.
Wh000ps, here comes another litany,
we betcha....
A pleasant touch of fingers on all four
hands of a grand right and left.... a kind
word and a soft caress when you're
"down".... a partner to share a moment
of exhileration with.... a cheery voice on
the other end of the line when you're a
thousand miles away.... and even
though she has a thousand troublesome
little problems, she bites her tongue to
squelch 'em for your sake.... pretty as a
picture in her favorite square dance
dress.... and often half forgotten in the
corner as you take the stage, the
applause. the compliments.... the gal
who really deserves the praise for
putting up, without a word, with all the
home and family chores.... putting up a
might tasty dish for the potluck....
putting down anyone who says you
'ain't got it .... putting up with the
frustration of not being properly
recognized for her behind-the-scenes
club work.... putting you on a higher
pedestal than you really deserve....
except when you. too, need to be "put
down".... and finally, putting a hand in
yours at the end of a day, or at the end
of a dance. or even at the end of a very
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Pardon a personal milestone, please,
as I casually mention that my TENTH
single record was produced by Red Boot
and just released— "Yellow Rose of
Texas". (If it sells, it's a MILESTONE,
if it doesn't, it's a MILLSTONE—
co-ed.) Probably no one remembers
what else I cut, but I'll "tellya what'm
gonna do".... YOU send me the HOLES
of all ten discs I've made and I'll send
you the sleeve of my latest record
jacket.... (SILLY, SILLY, SILLY JULY
MALADY, for sure — Co-ed.)
CONFUSION SAYISMS: If at first
you don't succeed, do it the way your
wife told you to in the first place.... If at
first you happen to succeed, try to hide
your astonishment.... Callers never
have to worry about being under the
influence of affluence.... Success is
relative— the more success, the more
relatives.... A genius is a crackpot until
he hits the jackpot.
July of a Bicentennial year gives good
loyal Americans a renewed shimmer of
patriotic spirit. Some of the singing calls
we're doing from the stage reflect this,
and give a special "lift" to a "sagging
floor", I've noticed. Tunes like "America". "Grand ole Flag", plus traditional
stuff (contras, quadrilles) are in vogue
this month and this year.
If one were to believe that the
following "new philosophy" is typical
of a majority of college students, one
would have real cause for alarm about
the decadence of the spirit that built our
great country....
7

Said the young college student to his
roommate:
"I'll run over and pick up my
unemployment check and then drop off
at the university to see what's holding
up my federal education check and look
into my research grant check. You go
to the free VD clinic and check on your
tests; then go to the free health clinic
and pick up my glasses. I'll pick up the
food stamps, hit the drug rehab office
and well meet at the federal building at
noon for the mass picketing of the
stinking establishment."
Now, I've got to cut out the
not-so-amusing musings for July and
get on to the monthly "road reports"
before my space runs out again. Here
goes....
Ten subscription dances in one
month— April— FAN-tastic! From
Goodland, Kansas to Canandaigua,
New York.... plus two festivals and a
callers' convention in the same
month.... I wasn't very busy.... just
"pressingly pushed for time".... but
loved every minute of it....
PARKERSBURG, W. VA— Great to
work an ASD dance for a new and
on-the-ball caller Keith (& Karen)
Rippeto.... CHARLESTON, W. VA—
Likewise, great time at the annual
HILLTOPPERS ASD dance.... BLUEFIELD, W. VA— Another ASD dance
(Yes, Virginia, you can fly into that
town) with the McColgan Clan and
many others.... CHARLOTTESVILLE,
VA— Beautifully set up festival with the
VIRGINIA REELERS (One to BRAGG
about, Alonzo) and fellow staffers
Carter Ackerman, Billie Gene Evans,
plus the Easterdays....
LOUISVILLE, KY.... The thrill of my
lifetime to date, without doubt....
calling a whole evening (Saturday, yet)

to 4,000 to 5,000 dancers in that big
arena where the National was held.... as
one of the staff of the 17th Annual
Kentuckiana Spring Festival (others:
Gary Shoemake, Bob Vinyard, Jerry &
Barbara Pierce).... Thanks to Ed &
Alice Colin and many others for
memorable moments....
ALTOONA, PA— ASD dance beautiful and bountiful time with busy caller
Emil (& Ruth Ann) Corle.... right in the
"guts" of PA.... lovely rolling country.... I'll be back.... ERIE, PA— Nice
to work with proud parents Bob & Lorrie
M. again (see PEOPLE, this issue)....
CANTON, N.Y.— SKIRTS & FLIRTS
whomped up a super-good ASD dance..
BRADFORD, VT— CONN. VALLEY
SWINGERS in maple sugar country did
it, too (thanks, Vaughans, for hosting
me).... ESSEX JUNCTION, VT....
GREEN MT. STEPPERS also showed
that good square dancing takes the cake
over skiing on the off season....
WATERTOWN, S.D.— Perry (and
Margaret) Bergh surely reach in all
directions in this wide-open country to
get a "corner' ' on a good square dance
market.... GOODLAND, KS— George
and Marie (she's the caller) Edwards
similarly have things moving in that
great wheat-land, by cracky.... HAYS,
KS— Thanks to Francis & Julia Zeller,
plus dynamic Petticoat Poppers officers
like Tom & Darlene Peters for a
biggie....
CANANDAIGUA, N.Y.— Fun galore
with Bob (& June) Ellis at a special
dance where I "lost my head" (in Bob's
magic guillotine).... BRIGHTON, MI—
Most enjoyable Contra Clinic with the
Mich. S/D Leaders Ass'n. (Thanks,
Helen & Joe Covietz....)
Cut! I can say no more until next
month when I'll yak about May and
June and maybe a little etcetera, too....

from "Around the Square"
Okanagan SID Assoc.,
British Columbia

PATTERN
FOR
LIVING

L.

IMPORTANT: There is so much satisfaction in being a square dancer, why not
make everyone else happy that you are one, the very best one you can possibly be.
PLANNING THE LAYOUT: The attitude of your home club is reflected through
you. No one dances well who tugs, strains, and looks generally unhappy about the
whole thing. "Easy does it" is the proper method.
PATTERN ADJUSTMENT: A good dancer not only is a willing dancer; he or she is
gracious and willing to do any job for the club, whether it be helping with
refreshments or helping to sponsor the club caller's class of new dancers. A good
dancer doesn't "clique" for he realizes that new and old dancers are very essential
to the life and growth of square dancing. Adjust to them all in your dance pattern.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CUTTING: A good dancer is a good listener as well. When
the caller is explaining a new figure, don't be a chatterer, be a listener, and when it
is called, you will know it. Realize you are only one piece of the whole pattern. The
square as a whole can't function without you, but do realize that you're only as
important as the other seven people.
"SEEM" ALLOWANCE: Perhaps the most important aspect of being a square
dancer is the art of getting along with people. Actually this merely means good
manners. You as a dancer should constantly study and try to understand the action
of people about you. You'll find this "seems" best.
JOIN IN THE LAUGHTER: Dancing is fun; don't take it too seriously. Take time to
nourish friendships. Take time to love and be loved. Take time to laugh at yourself,
as well as with others.
LIP ZIPPER: Keep your temper to yourself; it's useless to others. Talk to yourself if
you're inclined to exaggerate. "Lord, fill my mouth with proper stuff, and nudge
me when I've said enough."
9

The Last Night
Fiction
Feature

The sound of happy foot-tapping,
hand-clapping music that came from the
open cafeteria doorway where the
Grasshoppers danced every Friday
night failed to lift Jo Petri's depressed
spirits. It had been one of those
out-of-focus, out-of-step days, and now.
to top it off, she was late with the club's
refreshments. She tugged angrily at the
resisting boxes filled with sandwiches
and fragrant just-baked cookies that
were awkwardly wedged in the back
seat of her green VW. She knew
Lorraine would be waiting with the
punch. wondering where in the world
she was.
She braced the trio of boxes under her
chin and fumbled with her keys. Her
husband Stan was nowhere in sight to
help, but then. Jo reminded herself
almost fiercely, he had warned her this
morning he probably wouldn't make it
to the dance. She bit her lip, and the
boxes wobbled precariously.
"Aha! A lady in distress!" exclaimed
a too-cheerful voice. Jo turned to see
Drew. a neighbor. and one of the new
dancers. "If there's one thing we Bold
Knights love it's rescuing fair damsels
in distress!" He laughed heartily and
took the boxes from her cold fingers.
10

by Andrea Fuller
San Jose, California
"Thank you. Drew," she said primly.
He could be annoyingly clownish at
times. She finished locking the car, and
avoided his bright eyes. Never had she
felt less able to cope with his eternal
gaiety than tonight.
"Follow me, Milady!" He capered
toward the doorway.
Inside, the club caller was in the
middle of explaining Circulate to the
beginner class. "Everyone works together," Kenny Green grinned at his
squared-up group, "or we get a real
mess!"
Jo scanned the room, waved back to
several friends. then headed for the
kitchen. She really hadn't expected to
find Stan there, but she couldn't help
looking just the same. But surely he
wouldn't miss the entire night. she
thought anxiously, no matter what he
had said in anger that morning. They
both loved square dancing too much for
that.
Drew had dumped her boxes on the
kitchen counter and dashed off. Relieved to find herself alone. Jo quietly
washed her hands in the oversized sink
and set out the club's big silver trays.
Lorraine's punch sat nearby. Jo

watched the dancers through the
pass-through window as she donned an
apron, then transferred ham and cheese
sandwiches from the box to the' first
tray. Keeping busy was good therapy,
she told herself. That way one didn't
think about one's problems too much.
"Circle right," Kenny called. Beginners bumped into each other, giggling,
then smoothed out as each caught on
and moved in the correct direction.
"Swing your corner," Kenny sang out,
and Jo saw another dancer swing
Drew's wife, Debbie. They promenaded, the man's hand around her tiny
waist. Jo suppressed a small twinge of
envy at that lovely little waist. She
smoothed her apron over her own
too-plump middle. If she weren't such a
good cook— she pushed the sandwich
tray through the window. If only she
had Debbie's light kidding way with
men, too. Then she could tease Stan out
of this strange mood he was in. Her
usual direct questions had met a blank
wall. She ripped open the next box,
savagely. She shouldn't dwell on it, she
knew, especially when there was
nothing she could do. But he'd been so
remote, so cold for weeks. He wouldn't
or couldn't talk about it. Jo sighed.
With the kids married and gone, the
house was too quiet; with Stan gone so
much, it was a tomb.
She slid the second tray into the
pass-through. "Take five," she heard,
and the music stopped. Then Jo's heart
leaped; Stan strode into the hall. She
wiped her hands and began to untie her
apron. Perhaps tonight they could come
together, touch minds, and she could
ask the questions that had worried at
her peace of mind for so long.
But Debbie ran up to him first. Stan
bent down to her to listen, then he
looked around quickly. Jo hesitated at
the kitchen doorway. Stan took Debbie's
arm and they walked outside, together.
What could it mean? Debbie on Stan's
arm, Stan alone with Debbie.
Stop being a silly tool! Jo told herself
sharply. Debbie and Drew were a
fun-loving, happy couple. She and Stan
had had good times sailing, bowling,
and now dancing with them. Jealous of
Debbie? It was ridiculous!
People were beginning to line up at the
refreshment table. She poured the

punch into the bowl, trying to control
the quiver of her hands. Stan usually
helped her in the kitchen, but tonight—
the jug slipped and punch stained the
front of her apron. "Oh, no! — she
wailed. It had soaked into her dress as
well. She had to rinse it out quickly.
Without thinking, she headed down the
hall to the rest rooms. She couldn't see
well in the dimness but she knew the
women's rest room was just a few steps
around the corner. Then she heard it.
"It's hopeless! It's all so hopeless!"
Jo recognized the voice that leaped out
from the darkness. It was Debbie.
"Then do what I suggested," was
Stan's quiet reply.
Jo stood, one hand on the rest room
door. She knew she should leave, all her
instincts of right and wrong told her she
should go. But she couldn't. Her
husband and Debbie, talking secretly?
Her knees trembled.
"I'm afraid to do it," the girl answered
urgently.
Stan gave a bitter bark of laughter.
"Bogeymen!"
"What?"
"We all have our bogeymen, Honey!
I'm afraid, too!"
Honey! Jo tried to swallow the searing
knot of fear that tightened in her throat.
Something silent and small was nibbling at the security of her marriage,
her life. Was this why Stan had been so
strange all these weeks? Because he
was afraid of something— or someone?
Tears stung her eyes.
A roar of laughter from the other room
startled her. She scrambled through the
rest room door and struggled blindly out
of the apron. She scrubbed at her dress.
Punch stained the sink like blood.
Why, why did things like this have to
happen? Why did good, solid married
people drift away, lose each other in a
busy mixed-up world? She heard footsteps, and dabbed wildly at her eyes.
Two dancers came in, chattering and
laughing. They mustn't notice anything
wrong; she couldn't face their sympathy. She forced a quick smile and
escaped.
Back in the safety of the solitary
kitchen. Jo dumped the last of the
punch. The sparkling stream broke up
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and scattered like blurry rubies in the
crystal bowl. A hand closed over her
arm.
"There you are." Stan looked down at
her, his face tired, his eyes sad. "I have
to talk to you, Jo. Let's go outside."
Her heart twisted. No, please, not
now— I can't take this now! She pulled
away, blurted, "I have to finish here—
the punch—."
"It can wait. I have to talk to you now,
while I still have the courage." His hard
grip guided her outside, in the dark, on
the cold grey concrete. Cou-rage,
cou-rage, her shoes rapped the warning
in her brain. A chill rippled her spine as
Stan turned her to face him.
"Tonight someone made me realize—
" He shook his head as if to clear it.
"That doesn't really matter; what
matters is that I haven't leveled with
you, Jo. I have to, now." His hands
gripped her arms, hurting them. There
would be no escape. She waited silently,
waited for her world to fall in.
The harsh words hung between them
for a long moment. "I'm being laid

off." Then bittersweet relief washed
over her as she realized what he'd said.
It isn't us— It isn't our marriage! She
couldn't stop the tidal wave of tears as
she crumpled against him.
"Oh, Stan!"
"I know I should have told you before.
But I was scared, Jo. I couldn't face the
fact that after all these years they could
just— ."
"It's all right," she sobbed. "We're
together! It's all I care about!"
His arms tightened around her. "I
should have known," he whispered.
"You're a wonder!" He kissed her
forehead.
"It's not all bad news. Parker said he
had a line on another job for me. He'll
let me know Monday." Music started
up and Kenny's voice came to them,
coaxing, inviting, "Come on, let's
square 'em up, boys and girls!"
"I love you, Jo," Stan said softly
against her hair. He slipped his arm
around her. "Let's get back to the
dance."
It was everything Jo needed to hear
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SNARE DANCE FESTIVAL

a

Oct. 1, 2 -J.3, 1976
Sponsored by High Peaks Squares 8.
N. Elba Park Dist., assisted by
Lake Placid Chamber of Commerce

Three Levels of Dancing
Bullet & Alter Party
.a dvance Price [3 days) — $15. cpl.

DICK LEGER
JIM LEE
RON LIBBY
DAN FULFORD
ARMAND "No-gas" REANDEAU
ART & GARRIE JACKSON

Olympic Arena, Lake Placid, N.Y. — Hosting the 1980 Olympics

I NFORMATION: Phil & Mary McKinney, Box 945, Lake Placid NY 12946
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CALLER—LEADER
t.g.-te-% DIRECTORY
Contact these callers for
bookings and information.

Ron Bessette (214-364-9111)
3429 S. Columbine
Grand Prairie TX 75051
For the Fun & Excitement
of a Great Dance
Perry Bergh
Rt. 1 (606-758-2427)
Florence SD 57235
Any Time, Anywhere!

Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd. RI. 10
Midland MI 48640
Now Traveling Full Time

Randy Page (203-264-6829)
598 Heritage Village
Southbury CT 06488
Yak Stacks, Stands, Speakers,
Other Accessories

Gordon Fineout
2512 Delta River Dr
Lansing MI 48906
(517-489-74061
A Call For Every Hall

Larry Perkins (313-242-91721
428 Bentley Dr.
Monroe MI 48161
Perk On with Larry —
Mich., Ind., Ohio & Penn.

Willie Harlan
PO Box 338
Vinita OK 74301
For the Best in Square Dancing

Rip Riskey (517-339-29461
1852 Lyndhurst Way
Haslett MI 48840
Calling Designed with
Dancing in Mind

Stan Burdick
216 Williams St.
Huron OH 44839
THE Meandering Man

Jim Harris
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!

Mike Callahan
147 North Ave
Hilton NY 14468
Calling/Traveling Full Time

Mark Haslett
278 Cooper Dr (412-774-6801)
Beaver PA 15009
Booking in Tri-State Area 76-77

Mal "Yikes- Cameron
RFD 1 Box 97A
Deerfield NH 03037
The Square Dance Calling D.J.

Dave "Hash. ' Hass
PO Box 37
East Hampton CT 06424
Now Booking 1976-77-78

Jim Cholmondeley
PO Box 3146
Fort Sill OK 73501
Traveling Weekends & Holidays

Ken Gilmore
2715 LeBoeuf St
Muskegon Mt 49441
Dance More with Gilmore!

Bobby FL Christian
221 Longwood Dr.
Huntsville AL 35801
Available Wknds, Southeast US

Chuck Leamon
228 NE 47th St.
Pompano Beach FL 33064
The Badge Man —
Dales Available

Walt Cole (801-392-9078)
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 84403
Contra Caller Clinics.
Workshops & Dances
Jim Congleton (205-383-3675)
1409 Sheffield Dr.
Sheffield AL 35660
Wknds Only
Basics + 50)
Reasonable Rates
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Mike Driscoll (612-822-5781)
3309 Nicollet Ave. S.
Minneapolis MN 55408
Traveling for Festivals.
Conventions, Weekend dances
Dale Eddy
110 Sunset Lane
Marietta OH 45750
Traveling Florida Dec. 1976

Ramon Marsch
10222 Bundyburg NW
Middlefield OH 44062
Mac McDaniel
Rt. 5 Box 221
Fayetteville NC 28301
Phone 919-323-1585
Weekend Booking

Buzz Ruis
4750 LaRoche Av Apt 166
Savannah GA 31404
Booking Ohio, PA, MI in Oct. 77
Art Springer (813-223-19551
3401 Tahaferro
Tampa FL 33603
Calling Full Time,
Booking 76-77
Joe Uebelacker
Durfee Rd. (518-677.-3086)
Buskirk NY 12028
Traveling Full Time
Shag Ulen
Box 92 (614-384-3222)
Wellston OH 45692
Hash or Song,
You Can't Go Wrong
Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton OH 43452
Open dates — Western Style
Rusty Witter
2904 Northeast Drive
Austin TX 78723
Booking for 76 & 77
Web Witter
1602 Ashberry
Austin TX 78723
Need Dates: East

Bryce Mabon (319-234-3327)
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N)
Waterloo IA 50701
Have Mike & Records
Will Travel Midwest

Clyde Wood (453-2137)
3210 NE 39th St.
Kansas City MO 64117
Opendates— You ring, I'll sing!

Rudy Parks
6710 Kearney St.
Commerce City CO 80022
Booking for 76-77
Need July, Aug. 76 West

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken KS 67556
76-78 Calendar Available —
Vinyl Cover
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MY
FIRST
SQUARE
DANCE
is

by Helen Forrest McKee
Rutledge, Pennsylvania

It was as light as day that night we
started down the long winding gravel
road to my first square dance. There
was a frosty bite in the air for winter
comes early to northern New York
State. We could see the grange where
the dance was to be held in the distance.
The outside was lighted by kerosene
lanterns that looked like hundreds of
fireflies in the distance.
Some of the farmers brought their
families in horse drawn buggies and
they were busy unhitching the horses
and putting them in the shed behind the
grange. The cars were parked in the
field, one behind another. There was
laughter and children racing in every
direction, because the whole family
came.
As we stepped inside we could feel the
warmth from two large pot-bellied
stoves, one at each end of the hall. The
long room was lighted by kerosene wall
lamps with reflectors, that shed a
golden glow over everyone seated on
the long benches lining the walls. Some
of the women carried large platters of
delicious looking food to the kitchen. A
wood stove was burning, sending a
radiant heat through the whole room.
Mothers with real young children
ushered them into the upstairs bedroom
where they hoped to settle them down
before the dance began. In the room
were two of the largest handmade beds
I have ever seen. Each bed had a thick
feather tick on it that served as a
mattress. This was covered by an
oversized home made sheet. The
parents brought their own pillows and
blankets. Most of the farm children are
early risers so by eight o'clock they are
ready for bed.
There were children sleeping wherever
they fit. They slept lengthwise, sidewise
and some were curled up like a ball in

their own particular spot. The many
mothers took turns babysitting between
the dances.
The older children from ten years old
and on were permitted to participate
and soon learned the many dances their
parents did. During the evening it was
common to see a grandfather dancing
with his twelve year old granddaughter.
The age didn't seem to make any
difference, it was how well one danced.
The fiddlers were musicians of great
versatility. The wall lamps were bright
enough but would never have lighted a
sheet of music for them to play from.
They all seemed to play from memory,
on and on they played keeping time with
their feet. The piano player's head kept
moving in time to the music. They
enjoyed every minute of it and in
between sets or dances they were joking
and smiling setting the tempo of the
evening.
When the caller started to call in his
rich baritone voice, "Join hands and
circle all", everyone was ready and
anxious to start. His voice was clear as
rich music which made them want to
dance. Sometimes when someone became confused by one of his calls he'd
step right into the group and take them
through the call again. He was a
perfectionist and by the end of the
evening everyone seemed to be responding to his enthusiasm.
There were old timers there who
always seemed to dance with the same
group. They moved with such perfection
and grace it was a joy to watch. Their
feet were continually moving, sometimes in a little dance of their own. The
teenagers, all dressed in their Sunday
best usually made up their own set.
They never seemed to get tired and
danced every dance.
The members of this grange usually
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started out their square dancing with
the Virginia Reel. Everyone participated in this from the oldest down to the
ten year olds.
Then the crowd would thin out and
many of the farmers and their wives sat
down and visited, watching as the floor
filled up with those who couldn't let a
dance go by.
Young mothers sat together holding
their babies and chatting while they
watched the dancing. The babies
seemed used to the music and never
cried, but slept through it all. Every
once in awhile a grandmother would
hold the baby and the mother would join
the dancers. Everyone cooperated with
each other so no one who wanted to
dance was left out.
On a small table in the back of the
room pitchers of ice cold lemonade and
cookies were served to the thirsty
dancers. Many a flirtation took place
over a glass of lemonade and an old
fashioned polka. The ten and twelve
year olds were responsible for keeping
the pitchers full. They not only filled

them but helped to empty them as well.
This was one of the few social events
that the farm families patronized,
bringing all the young people together
from the surrounding area.
At twelve o'clock refreshments were
served. The table was spread with cold
meats, salads, deviled eggs, homemade
bread and rolls, cakes, pies, cookies,
jello. The table was filled to overflowing
for every farm wife brought her favorite
dish and many more. The rafters rang
with laughter as each one offered a
funny joke or something amusing that
had happened.
After everyone had eaten their fill and
the food was taken care of the parents
gathered up their fourteen sleeping
children.
Family after family left the grange in
the pale moonlight. As my family drove
up the winding road towards home a
feeling of warmth and contentment
filled our hearts for the square dance
had brought everyone together and
made them feel close in one big happy
family.

THE

RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow Street

HOURS
Tue.-Wed.-Thurs.-Sat
11-5
Friday 11-9
Closed Sun. & Mon.

Simsbury, Conn. 06070
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CUEING
THAT
CLICKS

by Virginia Callaghan
Sacramento, California
The cues for round dances can be
made to sound better than they do.
Round dance cueing as it is now done is
good technically but it lacks those
embellishments and bits of elegance
that could raise it to the status of an art.
The elegance of which I speak is
harmony! Put music in your voice and
cue with harmony instead of the spoken
word. The harmonious addition of your
voice to the music is welcomed by the
dancers for its own sake; for even
though they may thoroughly know the
dance, it gladdens and comforts them to
know that the cueing has beauty as well
as utility.
Believe me when I say that the cues
can be made to harmonize with the
music even though they must be sung
ahead of the music's phrasing. We
square dance callers who cue rounds
and know harmony will find that this
method is easy to use. Just start with
those rounds that lend themselves to
this treatment and leave the others until
later.
Before I cue a round dance I listen to
it and decide what notes to use for the
harmony. For example, if the music is in

the key of C, I will use E and G; or if it is
in the key of G, I will use D and B. I do
not stay on the same note all the time
but will vary them to suit myself. Should
the chord change you will have to
change with it.
After you are competent with cueing
in harmony, learn the words to the
songs used for the dances and sing
portions of them at appropriate times;
when there is a chorus, add your voice
in harmony with the rest.
After you are using harmony, the
dancers may not know what you are
doing exactly, but they will like it, and
will congratulate you in their own way.
Some round dancers who had heard me
cue rounds before and after I developed
this concept, said they couldn't believe
how much I had "improved," not
realizing that the technique of cueing
had remained the same. Only the
harmony had been added.
We all know the ABC's of cueing. It is
what you build on this that will separate
you from the rest. No matter what your
style is now, it will sound better with
harmony.
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The "SMALLEST AND LIGHTEST"
The most powerful sound system of its
size, the Clinton "MIDGET" has an
output equal to that of larger systems
rated to 200 watts. This powerful portable system offers the professional and
club caller the utmost in convenience,
with the clearest voice and most faithful music reproduction available.

COMPACT —•Dimensions 13Y2x11x6V.:
LIGHTWEIGHT -- only 18 pounds
POWERFUL- - Enough power for the
largest halls. Will drive two XP-90L
sound columns, available as accessories.
CONVENIENT "touch" controls allow
the caller to watch dancers.
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE speed
control.
SKIP-PROOF floating turntable
BUILT-IN STROBE
OUTSTANDING voice clarity and
music reproduction.
FULL PRICE S469.00
Other systems from S395.00

CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413 Tel. (203) 669-7548
Shipping charge extra. Write for "Package.' prices.
Also order from 8-ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, 0. Ph. 419-433-2188
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The
Making
of a
Caller
by Bud Wolf
from "Pen-del Fed-Facts," Pennsylvania

As he stands on stage, mike in hand,
the caller is usually the best dressed
and always the most confident person in
the hall. It is not unusual to hear the
expression, "Gee, I wish I could be like
him." If those wishing stopped to
consider what goes into making a caller,
they might have second thoughts.
First of all, a caller must spend hours
in practice and deny himself the
pleasure of numerous social events, as
his calling must always come first. As
Tevye, the "Fiddler on the Roof,"
would rationalize, and callers must
also, "On the one hand I have a sore
throat, but on the other hand I have a
full hall."
We have often heard that behind each
successful man stands a woman. In
what other endeavor could this be more
true? The caller's wife sits, often alone,
when she desperately wants to be in a
square taking part in the fun. She too
must often think to herself, as Tevye
did, "On the one hand I would rather be
home, but on the other hand it's good to

get away from the kids."
She might think of leaving him on the
grounds of "social desertion," but she
sticks by her man. She offers encouragement even after hearing the same
jokes many times over. Don't forget that
she is also more aware of the "clinkers"
than any of his dancers are.
Last but not least, the caller's friends
are his followers, traveling many a mile
even to small dances, giving him
encouragement and confidence in
strange halls.
One can conclude that there are no
self-made callers. Each is the product of
his talent and perseverance, his wife's
patience and encouragement, and the
faithfulness of his friends.

ED. NOTE: This article just could not
be included in this Distaff issue without
calling attention to the fact that there
ARE many female callers for whom the
reverse is true. They are assisted by the
supportive efforts of loyal husbands.
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Our newest look in a ladies square
dance is our Billie and Ruthie. This
new look features a square toe and a
1 1/4 heel that you square dancers
have been asking for.
Available at your
favorite local
square dance and
western store.

square toe

786 East 14th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021
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A TIME
FOR SPEECH
by Cathie B.

Back when our Founding Fathers were
doing their thing, Abigail Adams wrote
beseeching John to "Remember the
ladies". For two hundred years, women
have played their roles in history. Those
who received recognition are the ones
who fought the mores and accepted
behavior of their day and pursued a
course of their own. Today we have
been deluged with pronouncements
about Women's Liberation while both
men and other women smile amusedly
and wonder why these women have
become so vocal.
What does this have to do with square
dancing? This is a couple activity, is it
not, involving men and women equally?
If you think so, then some things
happening around you have escaped
your notice. Or our "square dance
mores" are such accepted behavior, we
never notice the male orientation.
Let me cite three examples which
prompted the writing of this article.
First, here's a caller and his wife who
run a free workshop in their home. She
cleans the room, prepares refreshments, acts as hostess. At the particular
workshop we heard about, the hostess
danced only one tip. A poor return for

her efforts!
Second item, a caller-friend of ours
retired. Here are her reasons:
"When I started out I went to all
callers meetings, clinics, and places to
get all of the help available to me, that I
could afford. By asking questions,
listening, working, trial and error, I
surely learned a lot. I worked as hard at
being the best caller I could, diligently,
and felt I had deserved a fairly good
reputation as being considered among
the "good caller" group. Still, almost
no one would consider me as just a
"good caller", it was always, "One of
the best LADY callers". In this world of
square dancers, 95% are still prejudiced when hiring a caller to call a
dance, or to attend a dance. I could give
you many direct examples of times
when callers with less experience were
hired, and at higher fees, just because
they were male. I realize this is an age
old problem, and neither you or I can
change it, but I mention it because I
honestly don't believe most people ever
realize it happens.
"When I consider all that it takes and
in the next breath comes the realization
that almost any club president will hire
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a male with less knowledge and
experience for a higher fee, is it any
wonder that we don't have many
females who can stick to it long enough
to become decent callers?
"Have you ever heard dancers say
they wouldn't walk across a street to
dance to a LADY caller? I have. They
didn't happen to know they were talking
to one. Upon questioning some of them,
I learned that they had never heard a
LADY caller, or possibly had heard one
and didn't like her. Those same people
admitted they had danced to male
callers whom they didn't care for, but
would go to dances to hear other male
callers."
To be fair, there were also some other
considerations but don't these surprise
you?
To relate the third item, we'll have to
be personal. We have had American
Squaredance for almost eight years.
Since October 1968, both pictures have
graced the editorial page, both names
are listed on the index page, both the
Burdicks work equally hard at separate
parts of the magazine. But to judge
from letters, phone calls and conversations at dances, American Squaredance
is "Stan's magazine". Comments have
ranged from "Oh, do you write, too?"
to "How does Stan do that whole
magazine and travel, too?"
Now, dear readers, to complain about
this in print sounds petty and small and
for eight years, I have been reasonably
mute; sometimes I do try to make
my point in face-to-face conversations. Somehow the other two incidents
this spring forced a decision to speak up
this month, our Distaff Issue in a
Bicentennial Year.
To put it plainly, the magazine
sometimes requires long hours of work,
longer for me when Stan is on the road.
Weekends are often spent in pasting
up, writing and editing articles for
typesetting, preparing the puzzles,
hunting negatives, checking account
books and check book. There is no
denying the fact that we are both very
much a part of American Squaredance.
Therefore, when my letters are answered "Dear Stan", when phone calls
concerning ads and articles come for
Stan with the caller refusing to talk to
anyone else, when writeups and articles
constantly refer to "Stan's magazine",
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one gets a feeling of being a nonperson, part of the scenery, to be
neglected like a dandelion behind a
poinsettia.
You may think this sounds exaggerated, but think— how many area
magazines have couple-teams as editors? If the husband has a full-time job,
who does much of the work? Who gets
the public thanks? If they both do, all
the time, then you live in a "liberated"
area.
How many couples are presidents of
clubs, chairmen of associations and
conventions? Who presides at meetings? Who does the work? Who is
thanked?
As our caller friend said and Stan
always reminds me, none of this will
change quickly. But let's hope that in
the next hundred years, we will learn to
look at individuals, recognize their
talents and abilities, and let each
develop their capabilities.
What specifically can be done? Let's
be careful about categories: lady caller
(we don't say "gentleman" caller, do
we?); caller's wife (is this a mold we all
must fit?); presidents (when we really
mean a male president). Elect a woman
if she's capable; most can do more than
take minutes, and some can even keep
books.
Next time you have a leadership
meeting or seminar, check your list of
discussion leaders— are they all men?
Are you sure no woman in your
association could lead a lively, interesting discussion?
Recognize that every caller's wife is a
person, with a personality of her own.
She is not another piece of the caller's
equipment which arrives at the hall with
him, works for the evening and is
transported home again afterward.
On the other hand, many men and
women do not wish to be in the public
eye but will do many chores for the
square dance activity. It should be
possible for people to "Do their own
thing" and be accepted for what they
are.
We need, not Women's Lib nor male
supremacy, but liberation of "persons",individuals, people. We are all
different— that's one thing that made
the U.S. great. Let's use the differences
to good advantage, and our activity and
our world will grow greater.

What do you do when your square
dancing daughter and her fiance come
home bubbling with wedding plans for a
traditional ceremony but want to square
dance afterwards? You do as Marie (and
Bob) Bechter of Newton, New Jersey,
did. Putting their ingenuity to work,
Marie created a lovely white formal
dress for the church wedding which
could be instantly converted to a square
dance dress afterwards for the dancing.
Here are Marie's own words:
In deciding which pattern to use, we
first discussed the type of dress Linda
wanted. Was it to be plain and simple or
bouffant and frilly? Once the decision
was made we searched our pattern
boxes and found Simplicity's 6278. Next
came a trip to New York's Seventh
Avenue to purchase material. Linda
decided she would prefer a light
material with an underlining. After
visiting five shops we agreed on the
Swiss silk organza we had seen in the
first shop, with an underlining of
polyester satin.
Once I fitted the paper pattern to
Linda my job began. I lengthened the
bodice two inches and began laying the
pattern on the material. I wanted the
tatted flowers to be evenly distributed
across the bodice, but not in a straight
line. The sleeves were a challenge. To
get the flowers to appear randomly, I
cut the sleeves on a slight angle rather
than on the straight of the material as
the pattern suggested. Once that was
finished, I tackled the skirt where most
of the changes in the pattern occurred.
It had been decided to make the first
tier a circle tier to eliminate fullness at
the waistline. Since I needed a finished
length of 211/2 inches for the two tiers,

that first tier was 81/4 inches long with a
hem circumference of 108 inches. The
second tier had to be 15 3/4 inches long to
arrive at the correct finished length with
a 5/8 inch seam allowance. This tier was
21/2 widths of the 45-inch wide satin or
115 inches wide. The last tier which
made it a floor length gown was made
up of four widths of material or 180
inches. (Ordinarily if the first tier is 108
inches, second tier would be 162 and the
third would measure 243.) I made the
second and third tiers less full to cut
down on the weight of the finished
gown. I attached the circle tier to the
bodice placing side seams to side seams
and cutting a short slit in center back for
the lower portion of the zipper. Here
again I deviated from the original
pattern by sewing the second tier to the
underskirt of the circle leaving the
overskirt free. The third tier was
attached in the same manner except
that most of the fullness was placed in
the back. Each seam in the overskirt
and those in the sleeves were Frenchseamed and hand stitched. Each
overskirt hem was hand stitched with
invisible thread.
As a final touch I purchased small
iridescent pearls which I sewed into the
Continued on Page 89
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CALLERLAB CONFAB
the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF SQUARE DANCE CALLERS

Continuing some more detail from the Callerlab Convention (see page 48, June
ASD), we want to re-emphasize that the Mainstream list of 68 basics is now final
and official (see page 30, June '75 ASD for the list only), or for full descriptions,
order "Mainstream— '75" book from this magazine.
In addition, one plateau above Mainstream was established, which appeared last
month on page 54 of this magazine.
Again we'll repeat the address of our new Executive Secretary: John Kaltenthaler,
Box 277, Pocono Pines, PA 18350 (Phone: 717-646-8411).
The 41-week prescribed Mainstream Teaching program is as follows:
Nos. 1-38, "Basic" program to be taught in 13 weeks (10 weeks for standard setups
and 3 extra weeks for variations).
Nos. 39-54, with the foregoing list, this constitutes the "Extended" program to be
taught in 13 more weeks (10 weeks for standard setups and 3 extra weeks for
variations).
Nos. 55-68, along with the foregoing lists make up the complete "Mainstream"
program to be taught in 13 more weeks (10 weeks for standard setups and 3 extra
weeks for variations, making a grand total of 41 weeks after two more review
sessions are added).
The "All Position Concept" (APC) has become a byword, like "Mainstream", and
is built into the program above. Two things are very obvious— our classes (or extra
workshops) have to be lengthened to cover the better part of a year of dancing with
the same group. This fall, conscientious callers may want to turn to Learners'
Clubs, lasting a full year, instead of traditional "classes" of 25 or 30 weeks.
Sponsoring clubs are urged to cooperate to make these programs work, rather than
insisting on graduations being held in early spring followed by immediate
integration of graduates into the clubs. Set the stage NOW for your fall program!
We'll elaborate still more on this next month.
QUARTERLY MOVEMENTS
The Quarterly Movements Committee of CALLERLAB, entrusted with the
selection of worthwhile experimental figures for mainstream dancing, has selected
one new movement and one review movement from the Mainstream Basic List for
the months of July, August, and September.
The new movement selected, Track II, was a heavy winner according to the report
of the Committee. It would have been relatively simple to suggest a second new
figure in view of the sizeable number that have recently emerged. Credit should be
given to the Committee, headed by Jack Lasry and composed of a dozen or more
caller-leaders, for their restraint and judgment in selecting only one.
Track 11 by Dick Bayer
The action starts from a completed double pass thru formation. The normal
formation is easily set up by having the head couples lead right and circle to a line,
lines pass thru, wheel and deal and double pass thru. The boys are in the left track
and the girls in the right track.
The dancers will work together in tandem, i.e. the trailing boy will follow in behind
the lead boy and the girls will do the same (trailing girl will follow the lead girl). The
Continued on Page 90
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Texas' Big, Bright Stars
One way to portray a country's
history is through folk dance; South
West Texas State University's Folk
Dancers have been Interpreting America's past for the San Marcos (Texas)
Bicentennial Commission. "Music On
The River" a Bicentennial celebration
was held this year on April 10, 1976.
The San Marcos River, winding its way
through Sewell Park, served as the
backdrop for the historical presentation
titled "The Evolution of American Folk
Dance".
Our forefathers brought to this
continent the dance heritage of their
native lands. Many diverse ethnic
influences enriched the folk dance of
our young country. America developed
its own dance form; an indigeneous
dance that embraces peoples of all ages,
cultures, economic levels and faiths.
Spectators who view American folk
dance (square dance) with historic
acuity and perceptive vision may find
ancestral ties in the positions, formations, or basic movements that are older
than our bicentennial country.
The 1789 Inaugural Ball, of the first
president of our country, was formally
opened when the President led the first
dance in the evening— a minuet. The
SWTSU Folk Dancers followed in the
footsteps of George Washington as they
began the program with a stately
minuet. The posturing gestures and the
mincing steps were dictated by the
heavy gowns and the elaborate coiffures
of the 18th century dancers in the courts
of France.
From the aristocracy of Italy, the
square dance formation, the quadrille,
was imported to France by Catherine de
Medici upon her marriage to Henri, duc
d'Orleans. The quadrille joined the
minuet as court dances and they
became a part of the court life of
Europe. By the 19th century the
quadrille had become a popular ballroom dance and the minuet had died a
natural death. Dance programs of the
1800's, from the ballrooms of New York
City. included the emigrated quadrille.

The program continued with a
beautiful rendition of the grandfather of
the "American" square dance, the
Italian Quadrille. This precise, stately
dance carries overtones of the minuet
with the high handholds, the partner
relationships and the deep curtseys.
Many basics performed in contemporary square dance are a viable part of
the Italian Quadrille.
A dance in the "round", was
performed to the familiar strains of
Edelweiss. The choreographed dance is
reminiscent of the early ballroom
dances of the latter part of the 18th
century. The three-step dance patterns
preceded the entry of the GermanAustrian peasant weller, or spinner,
upon the ballroom dance scene; a dance
which became known as the waltz.
"Longways" dances, or line dances,
were first recorded by dance historians
in the 17th century. Known as CONTRAS, the dancers performed a blend of
five contra dances which covered a span
of two hundred years. "Dumbarton
Drums", a dance of the Revolutionary
War opened the medley of dances and
the beautiful "Hills Of Habershan", a
contemporary contra led the dancers
through complex transitions of duples
and triples, in crossed and uncrossed
formations, as well as a "line of four"
or a mescolanz formation.
At the turn of the 20th century the
quadrille dance, the "Texas Star" was a
popular square dance enjoyed by all
ages. No social event was complete
unless the Texas Star had been called at
least once during the evening. The
young University dancers truly brought
this dance to life as they ran across the
bridge over the beautiful San Marcos
River and literally brought spectators to
their feet as they stomped and clapped
to cheer the dancers on to even more
vigorous spins and twirls.
The program was completed when
Dave Allen, of Schertz, Texas, called for
the Hilltop Wranglers, a SWTSU square
dance club.
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SWING INTO SUMMER WITH A NEW DEPENDABLE

MAY BE PURCHASED WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT

Prepaid anywhere
In U.S. if check
In full
accompanies order
Pennsylvania
Residents add
6./. Sales Too.

T-40S
$419.97

T-50-2461
S824.94

CARRYING CASES FOR RECORDS

MODEL RC-7W
$14.95
Post. $2.00

MODEL RC-7BW
$19.95
Post. $2.25

MODEL RC-712W
$29.95
Post. $2.50

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER
DEPT. S, RD BOX 292, MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754 PH: 717-368-2721
DISTRIBUTORS FOR NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT
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In Response to CALLING TIPS, April: Accreditation of Callers
Attention: All towns with amateur caller problems. Please realize that if a person
has the desire to be a caller, everyone should help him or her and at least give him
or her a chance. Accreditation as was defined in April's issue could hurt his or her
chances. One way of upgrading callers in the area is increasing the numbers and
quality of beginning caller classes as well as providing some intermediate classes.
Where time is a problem, teachers could alternate sessions.
Accreditation as described is neither necessary or valid. If a guy or gal wishes to
start a club and he or she can get dancers to put up with him or her — great, the
best teacher for calling is direct experience. If the dancers don't like the caller,
nothing is keeping them from joining another club or not inviting him or her to call
for a dance. The final judges will be the dancers anyway; no matter what a group of
callers decides, if dancers don't like a caller they won't go to his or her classes or
ask him or her to call for their dances. If you want to screen your "caller from the
floor" dances, simply make a restriction that only callers with a recognized or
association club are allowed to call. Occasional amateur caller nights at workshops
and party nights could give student callers and interested dancers a chance at the
mike.
Hold off on "accreditation by fellow callers" and follow these suggestions. If you
do insist on some method of accreditation, by all means let the dancers decide and
not the callers. Opinions of fellow callers are not objective and therefore not fair
judgment criteria. Let the club representatives to the association discuss and
decide. Dancers are the ones who have to dance to the caller and they, therefore,
John Rubert
should have the say-so as to who calls their dances.
Arcata, California

Cresthaven Squares, Class of '76, West
Palm Beach. Instructors: Tom and Inez
O'Brien. This photo was sent to point
out that Cresthaven [see feature last
month] is an equally Important center
for square dance clubs and classes such
as this one, and that retired citizens are
enjoying "new life" by the thousands in
our wonderful activity.

DON ARMSTRONG CONTRA INSTITUTE
THANKSGIVING WEEKEND, NOV. 25-28, 1976
RAMADA INN, BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK
Associate Staff: Bill Johnston, Penna., Angus McMorran, Ottawa, Canada
Old, New, Easy, Advanced
For information, write:
Traditional Squares, Old Tyme Ballroom
Bill and Janis Johnston
English, Irish. Scottish. Folk
Box 523. Skippack PA 19474
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IT REALT.dit
HAPPENED
"Good grief! It's time to go. Aren't
you ready for the square dance yet?",
questioned Rob, my husband, for the
fourth time.
"Of course I'm ready. I always dance
in my underwear. Anyway, have you
ever known me to be late?"
"Well, put it this way, honey, you
were on time once in April of 1969.
"Okay, so I have a little fault or two.
Shall we go into yours? How about
the
."
"Never mind. I'll wait in the car." he
replied as he headed for the door.
"Be there in a minute."
Hmm, I thought, as I slipped into my
skirt. What's wrong? Oh, my gosh, the
hook's busted — and my other dresses
are at the cleaners. Well, I'll just have
to pin it.
HONK!
"Okay, I'm hurrying. Now where's a
pin? Any pin. Any little misshapen
excuse of a pin."
HONK!
"Oh, it won't go through this belting.
Ouch! My finger. There. That will have
to do."
HONK!
"I'm coming. I'm coming."
"Open the door, Rob, so I can get all
my skirts in. By the way, did you know
that people who sit on the horn are
neurotic, psychotic, exotic and suffer
from an Oedipus complex?"
"I'll accept the rest", said Rob, "as
long as I'm exotic."
"Nice crowd tonight." I said to Jim,
one of the dancers, as we entered the
hall.
"Yes", he said, "they're just starting
a tip. Let's dance."
"Okay, let's go."
heads up and back
Square thru four hands around
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Swing your partner
"Ouch!" cried Jim as he swung me.
What? What'd you say?"
then promenade
Promenade the ring
Find your corner and swing.
"Ouiwee," cried my corner, Sam
Grant, "My finger!"
"Your finger?" I said, "What? Oh, my
gosh, my pin's come loose."
weave around that ring
Find your honey and give a little swing
I looked my next partner right in the
eye and said, "Don't swing me."
He looked shocked. "Why not?", he
asked.
"I'm dangerous. Take my word for it."
Then it dawned on me. If my pin was
loose, I could be parting company with
my skirt at any moment. I looked toward
the side for someone to take my place,
but no luck there.
swing her
Too late. "Good grief", cried Roger,
my new partner, ''What happened? I'm
bleeding."
"Oh, Rog, I'm so sorry", I said, as the
dance continued.
I thought to myself, won't this torment
ever end? I've jabbed almost every man
in the square, Roger may need a
transfusion and I'm mincing around as
if walking on eggs, so my skirt won't fall
off. If it does, I'll pick it up, walk
sedately out the door and head for
Manchuria.
wave to the gal across the hall
That's it. That's all.
"Look fellows", I said, ''I'm really
sorry but you see, I came pinned
together and — gosh, Roger, you're
bleeding quite a bit. Can I do
something?"
"Forget it, Sue, but the next time I'm
dancing with you, remind me to wear
my spurs."

Encore
by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine
25 YEARS AGO — July 1951
Chassez— a dance term almost lost in
antiquity— is discussed with its many
variations: chassez to partners, chassez
all, chassez across, etc. A slide-close
step to either right or left for any
number of steps, it survives today in
square dancing as sashay (no longer
even listed in the 75 basics) and in
rollaway with a half sashay.
A list of folk dance publications in the
U.S., 1950-1951, compiled by Ralph
Piper, included 25 magazines plus 5
other publications that carry news of
folk and square dance events. Some
titles and editors that still "ring a bell"
include Northern Junket, Ralph Page,
editor; The Roundup, published by the
Folk Dance Federation of Minnesota;
Squares and Circles of the St. Louis Folk
and Square Dance Federation; Open
Squares from Southern California; Footnotes from Washington State; Sets In
Order, edited by Bob Osgood; Charlie
Baldwin's Country Dance Serenader
and our own American Squares.
10 YEARS AGO— July 1966
Frank Lane, the name and the man,
are synonomous with directional calling
in today's square dancing. Squaredance
magazine talked with Frank about
directional calling and the ideas behind
it in a recent interview. He first
commented on his preference for more
directionally called movements over a
great percentage of new figures.
"Many of the new figures can be called
with existing terms that we already
have at our command. I can't see any
reason to put the burden on the dancers
of having to memorize several new
terms every month." Frank points out
that many callers are forced away from

directional calling by dancers who
request too much new material. "However," he adds, "dancers come to a
dance to be entertained. If they have
fun, they'll come back. So it's up to the
caller to use his experience and good
judgment to give the dancers what they
really want." Putting the dancers
first— that's directional calling in a few
precise words.
From Ottawa, Ontario, Peg and Gerry
Mace share some hints about round
dancing gleaned from their ten years of
experience as round dance teachers.
First, they advise, know your dance
level. Different levels of dancing appeal
to different people. Next, learn a variety
of dance rhythms. In recent years the
polka, cha cha, tanqo and an occasional
English quick-step have joined the long
standing waltz and two-step. Knowing a
variety of dance rhythms allows teachers a wider program range and dancers
the fun of doing all types of dances.
Finally, watch your styling. There are
almost as many styles as there are
round dance couples. Dancers must
realize that style is affected by physical
qualities— the tall man and petite lady
cannot express their dance movements
in the same way as a short man and tall
lady. But there are certain styling
fundamentals which all dancers can
observe. Too much emphasis cannot be
put on encouraging new dancers to
develop a smooth, gliding, or flowing
style. It is vital that instructors set the
example. Also, leaders who affect an
extremely elaborate style invariably
produce an "I could never do that"
reaction among new dancers. Moderation of ones own style is a challenge
that faces every teacher.
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Tastefully adorn your home, and at the
same time identify yourselves to all as
"square dancers." Crown your roof with
a beautifully wrought weathervane, and
personalize your lamp post or mail box
with an appropriately lettered sign,
topped with an attractive couple doing
a right arm swing.

THE RADERS

All are custom cast in aluminum and
finished in long-life flat black enamel.

11
S17,50
16"x 13"
Please PRINT name desired —
lettered on both sides.

WEATHERVANE
27"x32"
S25.00

ACT NOW'
Pre-paid
Check or Money Order
•

ROME

lNDUSTRIES

331 Athens St.
Jackson, Ohio 45640
S19.50
15"x15"
Please PRINT name desired—
lettered on both sides.
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Photo by "The Newtown Bee"

Two three-couple sets of the Country Steppers, Newtown, Connecticut, are doing a
six-handed reel of the 1770's. The figure being started is the "right and left," an
eight-bar, phrased square thru with rounded corners.
The Country Steppers repertoire at present includes:
Fisher's Hornpipe 1780
Black Joke (Music 1721)
Miss Moore's Rant c. 1780
The Young Widow 1788
Soldier's Joy (Muzzey ms. c 1790)
Maid of the Oak 1788
Irish Wash Woman 1791
Sweet Richard (Music 1742)
St. Patrick's Day In the Morning
(Music c. 1756)
Special:
A Virginia Reel 1770's
Six Handed Reel 1770's
Three Handed Reel 1770's

Cotillions (Square formation):
The Convention (La Jeunesse) 1780's
George Washington's Favorite 1790's
The Marshal c. 1790's
English Country Dances:
(American origins in English dance)
The Black Nag 1650
Nonesuch 1650
Sellenger's Round 1670
Jack's Maggon 1703
Gasconne (via the French) 1710
The Hole in the Wall 1721
Zephrs And Flora 1728
Newcastle 1650
Chip Hendrickson
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Fifty couples from the nine square dance clubs in Cobb County, Georgia, formed a
Precision Dance Team to help celebrate the country's 200th birthday.
Cobb County. just across the river from Atlanta, is the land of grits and pork
chops, where "Honey Child" is the by-word and square dancing is king. The Cobb
County dancers are exhibiting to entertain the citizens and to promote square
dancing. After several performances at local parks, their grand finale was a part in
a pageant. "Cherokees to Galaxies" telling the story of the county's growth to the
modern day. (The Galaxie is the C-5, world's largest airplane, built in Cobb County
at Lockheed.) The pageant told a story in dance: ballet. square, ballroom,
charleston, tango. jitterbug and the bugaloo, and was presented at the new
million-dollar Civic Center. The Cobb Dancers brought square dancing to people
who had never seen dancing as they do it. and would like to think that through their
efforts. the image of square dancing was raised in the eyes of the non-dancers.
Corky Hudgins

Oregon Square Dancers, the same group that recently traveled to the Panama
Canal Zone and Central America. and their caller Jim Hattrick [sixth from left! in
the bicentennial outfits used for demonstration of early dances which led to modern
day square dancing. The group changes to matching shirts and dresses for
Ed & Mary Warmoth
concluding routine with precision dancing.
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FOR ALL SQUARE DANCERS

15 YEARS OF RESEARCH CONDENSED INTO THESE PAGES
SO YOU CAN FIND WHAT YOU WANT AT A GLANCE
4c

DESCRIBES ALL MOVEMENTS THROUGH APRIL 1976

*

CONTAINS SEPARATE AND COMPLETE SECTIONS ON

• MAINSTREAM MOVEMENTS (1 975 LIST)
• CHALLENGE MOVEMENTS 11 9761IST)
• "SPECIALS" (TEACUPS, GRAND SQUARES, "WEBS", ETC.)
• GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL MOVEMENTS
• CONTROVERSIAL MOVEMENTS
• MOVEMENTS THAT CAN BE CALLED DIRECTIONALLY
• TRADITIONAL MOVEMENTS
• OUT OF DATE "CLUB LEVEL" MOVEMENTS
• GLOSSARY TERMS
# MOVEMENTS ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY WITHIN EACH SECTION
ic LISTS KNOWN AUTHORS AND DATES OF INVENTION
# CONTAINS TWO ALPHABETICAL INDEXES — BY MOVEMENT AND BY AUTHOR
IF TABS ARE PROVIDED FOR EACH SECTION
4c GROUPS MOVEMENTS IN "FAMILIES" FOR EASE OF RECOGNITION
* CONTAINS BACKGROUND HISTORY ON MANY OF TODAY'S MOVEMENTS
f OVER 250 PAGES
THE PRICE IS 57.95 POSTPAID (OVERSEAS AIRMAIL ADD 57.00)
ORDER DIRECT FROM: JAY KING, P.O. BOX 79, WAYLAND, MASS. 01778
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LEE KOPMAN has two more albums and tapes of
INTRODUCTION TO CHALLENGE DANCING.
Albums are Nos. 1027, 1028, 1030, 1031. Albums
are $7.95 each, plus 26i per album; tapes are S8.95
each, plus 181 postage per tape.
Lee Kopman

MERRBACH
• Flip instrumentals

PRESENTS

BLUE STAR RELEASES:
2028— RED, WHITE AND BLUE, Caller. Nate Bliss'
2027— WE SHOULD BE TOGETHER, Caller: Marshall Flippo'
2026— MIDNIGHT/WILDWOOD FLOWER [Hoedowns]
2025— PATRIOTIC MEDLEY, Johnny Wykoff & Jerry Helt'
2024— NEVER NEVER LEAVE AGAIN, Caller: Al Brownlee*

DANCE RANCH RELEASES:
633— WHISTLE AND BLOW YOUR BLUES AWAY, Frank Lane'
632— C.B. BLUES, Caller: Ron Schneider'
631— ACTION/REACTION [First Hoedown on DR]

BOG kN RELEASES:
1287— LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND, Lem Gravelle'
1286— OLDHAM COUNTY LINE, Caller: Mike Sikorsky'
1285— YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND, Caller: Horace Guidry'
1284— PALOMA BLANCA, Caller: Lem Smith'
1283— OH LONESOME ME, Caller: Lem Smith
1282— I LEFT MY HEART IN SAN FRANCISCO, Jerry Thole'

LORE RELEASES:
1153— COME WHAT MAY, Caller: Johnny Creel'
1152— IT'S GONNA BE A HAPPY DAY, Caller: Stan Ruebell
1151— FOUR LEAF CLOVER, Caller: Harold Bausch'

SWINGING SOLARI: RELEASES:
2373— MISTER PIANO MAN, Caller: Foggy Thompson'
2372— MORE AND MORE, Caller: Les Maire'
Music: BLANKET ON THE GROUND

ROCKING A RELEASES:
1366-- WALKIN' OVER YONDER, Caller: Doyce Massey'
1365— UNDER YOUR SPELL, Caller: Allie Morvent'
1364— C.B. HANDLE SONG, Caller: Joe Sorrell'
Blue Star Album #1033— Dave Taylor does an album of singing calls.
Blue Star Album #1032— Jerry Hell calls an album of
Quadrilles for the Bicentennial Year.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CARRYING CASES
FOR RECORDS

RC7W $14.95
PP. $2.50

T-40-2461
$725.91

T-50-2461
$824.94

RC 7•BW $19.95 RC712W $29.95
PP. $5.00
PP. $4.00
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We carry Ashton Record Cases
Price $19 95 plus $4 postage

Write for information of ST .3 Tuner
and the PM-4 wireless mike.
PM-4 Mike: $274.00
ST-3 Tuner. S286.00

SHOCK CORD

CALIFONE
CASSETTE
TAPE
RECORDERS:

Braided, with plastic
coated hooks 5/16" dia
16" long stretches to 28
24" long stretches to 48
$2.00 each.

CAR CADDY
Collapsible hand-truck
Carries up to 100 lbs.
40 - high, folds to 20"
$25.00 plus $3 postage.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE. P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008
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Silver Dollar City's
SQUARE DANCE
WEEKEND

Saturday &Sunday, September 11&12
Swing your partner in the city square at
Silver Dollar City and meet dancers from all
over the Midwest. Get your square dance club
together and come as a group or just bring the
family. Come dressed in your square dance
attire and club badge.
Special rates for this event are: adults (age
12 and over) $5.25 (regularly $6.75); children
(age 6 through 11) $4.25 (regularly $5.75).
Tickets are good for both days. Special admission for dancers and their families includes
unlimited use of all rides and attractions.
dance sessions during both days. plus the special 'dance around the city square from 6:30
p.m. until 11 p.m., Saturday. September 11.

Feature Caller: Singin' Sam Mitchell from
Holiday, Florida
Staff Callers: Virgil Gemeinhardt of
Springfield, Missouri
Norman Madison of
Kansas City, Missouri
Art Galvin of St. Louis,
Missouri

For more information contact Sonny Horton,
Square Dance Weekend, Silver Dollar City,
MO 65616; or telephone (417) 338-8206.
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Vida TALK
Saturday night we attended a square
dance, if you could call it that, in which
the caller made every attempt (successfully, too) to break down the squares.
He found at the start that most of us did
not know Horseshoe Turn, and he called
it over and over again to the point where
some people sat down, and our club
president voiced absolute disgust and
went home along with several others.
We came to a dance and not to a
workshop. These big dances should be
designed to keep people dancing, not to
show off the fact that the caller knows
calls that we do not know. Some seem to
delight in doing this and in throwing
tricky things over and over and over
until fifteen squares are standing while
maybe two or three have made the
grade.
Bob Dawson repeatedly stated, "We
came to dance. I shall call things I think
you know, but if I throw you, I shall
immediately pass along to other calls. I
" In my
intend to keep you dancing
book this is the mark of a great caller —
he keeps you dancing. We danced this
winter to Jerry Haag, Gary Shoemake,
Mac McDaniel, and many other big
time callers, and most of these are
thoroughly aware that dancers should

be kept dancing.
If the caller had stopped and
workshopped with a walk-thru on
Horseshoe Turn, it would not have been
so bad, but this was not done, and the
result was worse than a bucket of worms
in most squares that kept trying it. We
would not attend another dance where
this man was calling. We would go
further and state that several of our club
members have changed their minds
about attending a festival where he is
calling.
Some gimmicks are all right and are
fun, but this caller said, Girls trade,
boys trade, men trade, women trade,
pretty ones trade, sexy ones trade,
bosses trade, and he threw these things
so fast all the squares broke down. The
only one really laughing was the caller.
I think callers should take a good look
at their work, and realize when people
pay $3 per couple or more to get to
dance, they do not want to be forced to
stand more than half the time. So many
calls are familiar to most dancers that
he can easily pass on to something else
and keep things moving. I don't think I
am alone in this view. I would bet a lot
of square dancers agree with me.
Jack Thompson
Mechanicsville, Virginia

Square 'em up with HI-HAT Hoedowns & Singing Calls

4

RECENT RELEASES.
HH465 WAKE UP JACOB by Dick Weibel
HH464 RESCUE ME by Dave Hoffmann
HH463 COUNTRY BOY by Ernie Kinney
HH333 SECOND HAND ROSE, Oldie by Dick Houlton
JUST RELEASED.
HH466 FROM WOMAN TO WOMAN by Ernie Kinney
Distributed by CorsairContinental & Twe!gran

COMING SOON
HH467 THAT DO MAKE IT NICE by Lee Schmidt
Get This Brand New Hoedown Sound on Hi-Hat
HH631 PAMELA/HONEYTOAST by Del Kacher

Records

Produced by Ernte Kinney Enterprises. PO Box 171. Cdntua Grec4A CA 93608
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N. No one enjoys square dancing!
A. No one? Then why do people go
square dancing?
N. Why do people keep going to
cocktail parties? It's in the hope that
the next time it'll be better. It's like
happiness. Everyone pursues it, but
do you know of anyone who has
caught it?

„..

A wnole series of questions make up
Square Line" this month. Written
lightheartedly in the "Long Island
Promenader," this interview brings out
some serious points to consider.
AN INTERVIEW WITH NORMAN
SCHNITTMAN, THE 200 YEAR OLD
MAN: A BICENTENNIAL INSIGHT
Submitted by Norm & Addy Schnittman
A. I understand you've become a
devotee of square dancing. Do you
enjoy it as much as folk dancing?

Rt. 8
College Hills

John Hendron

to

A. Well, what seems to be the
problem?
N. Square dancing is 100% American
— like apple pie.
A. What's wrong with that?
N. That means it was brought over on
the Mayflower by the Pilgrims, and
• you know how they felt about dancing.
A. Then why did they introduce it?
N. The people had to dance to celebrate
special occasions, so the Pilgrim Fathers said, "OK, you can dance, but
you can't enjoy it because then it becomes sinful.
A. How do they keep you from enjoying
it?
N The caller watches you closely. As
soon as he sees even a faint sign of

RED
BOOT

Greeneville, Tn.

37743

4Ing

Allen Tipton

RB200 GRAND OLD FLAG
Don Williamson
R8 201
4

1.1iner Sheffield

HAPPINESS OF HAVING YOU
Al Brundage

88202 EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL
Allen Tipton

Lee Kopman

88203 TEDDY BEAR SONG
John Hendron
R8204 YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS
Stan Burdick
R8205 MA SHE'S MAKING EYES AT ME
Elmer Sheffield. Jr
Ken Anderson

R8206 I WRITE THE SONGS
Don Williamson

Don Williamson

JK6014 LOVE ME TONIGHT
Ken Anderson
1/

Ali
Al Brundage
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885003 RED BOOT ROMP
Lee Kopman — New flip hoedown
OLD JOE CLARK iPatter Calls by Lee
featuring Cast a shadow. Relay the Shadow
RI38001 ELMER SHEFFIELD. JR. SINGS
New Album featuring Elmer singing
some of Red Boot's biggest hits

Stan Burdick

pleasure, he makes you stop dancing and allows everybody else to
continue.
A. You mean they actually stop the
music?
N. Oh, no, they're too cunning for
that. They just call something
you've never heard before — and
the whole set has to stop.
A. That sounds terribly unfair.
N. It certainly is. It's as if, after learning a new language, they were to
change the vocabulary.
A. Why don't you get another caller?
N. It makes no difference. They're too
well organized. They meet periodically and contrive new calls.
A. Then why don't all dancers get together and protest?
N. We can't get together. We don't
speak to each other!
A. Really? You're putting me on!
N. Nothing of the sort. That shows you
how devilishly Macchiavellian they
are. They know human nature.
When they break down your set,
each person blames the other for not

responding to the call, and so it ends
up that no one is on speaking terms
with the others. It's a very divisive
activity. It pits American against
American. I'd say it borders on the
subversive. They say "Allemande
left," don't they? Never "Allemande right!"
A. So I guess you'll be giving it up.
N. Of course not! What else would I do
down in Florida?
The following letter arrived with no
address on it, so we are publishing the
answer to it, hoping the writer and any
other stumped puzzle-doers, may see it.
In the November American Square
Dance there was a Logic Problem. My
husband and I and five of our six
children square dance and we were
trying to solve the problem. We all
came up with different answers, so I'm
wondering if you'd send the answer
Here's the way it went:
A noted detective met a certain
demonstration set at the last convention. All the men (John, Frank, Ted and
Continued on Page 85

OUR OWN DIXIE DAISY TRAVELING BAG
An unusually versatile and attractive garment bag of exceptionally
strong, lightweight vinyl. It features a diagonal zipper for easy access,
a convenient accessories pocket and even a little see-through window.
Two sizes. 24"x40" for men. 24"x50" for ladies. in bold bright red.
white and blue.
We're very pleased with this handsome bag: we think you will be. too.
We hope you'll try it at only $2.50 for the men's, $2.75 for the lady's.
postpaid.

The MAJESTIC with classic styling, glove tanned leather.
Black/white
514.00
N size 6-10
(AA)
Red/Navy
$15.00
M-size 4 1/2 •10 (B)
S16.00
Gold/Sil
Capezios Brigadoon
Blk/Wht
$14.00
(B) Capezios U-Shell strap
Blk/Wht 514.00

with 5/8" heel
N (AB)
Sizes 4-10

M-(CD)
M-(CD)

Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents add 4% tax

DIXIE DAISY 1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113
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NEW RELEASES:

People

Mai Minshall

DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVE
CR 102
"Dub" Hayes
SONG AND DANCE MAN
BUTCH/
CR 103
Mal Minshall
PAL MAL
LONNIE/LITTLE DIXIE
CR 101
Hoedowns
CT 104

IN THE NEWS

[

720 N. Kansas St., Springdale, AR 72764
4

B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6313-15 Rockville Road
Indianapolis, Indiana 46224
* * * * * * * * * * *
For Children:

PETTICOATS— white, 2-layer
Full, lace-edged 2-layer chiffon

$7.50
$12.00

SISSY PANTS: rows of lace stretch
nylon; white, red, pink, multi-pastel
(pink, blue, maize, green), multi-tall
(orange, maize, green, brown). $5.00
Postage $1. Ind. add 4' tax per order.
FOR THE
JEWEL Y SQUARE
DANCER
..v
Pendan ts ,.
...
Ladies Belts
Earring s ; ,,'..',
...e
u, ,_ "
.et , Belt Buckles
Lariats
Towel Holders
Collar Tips N*,`'‘ r
,r
and More
Scarf Slides nw,
-^;,You must be satisfied with our jewelry.
Your money refunded or items exchanged if you are not pleased.
ROJAC
3452 Atterbury St. PO Box 6
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44222

.,

GARTERS
Add the Bicentennial Touch
To your Spring & Summer Outfits

AUTHENTIC RED FLANNEL
Her petticoat peeker with white lace S1
His sleeve garter plain, 504
Add 304 for handling
Michigan residents add 4°, sales tax
FUN to wear anytime
GREAT for gifts

A
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Western snap fasteners in colors.
iron-on silhouettes, zippers. lace.
ric-rac. square dance seals.
T & C ENTERPRISES
PO Box 271 Cedar Springs MI 49319

Jack and Ethel Cook were surprised
recently when they called a regular club
dance for the Swinging Squares of
Cutlerville, Michigan. Their square
dancing friends from many area clubs
turned out to help them celebrate their
thirtieth wedding anniversary. Club
Presidents Bill and Fran McIntyre presented the Cooks with flowers and a
four-layer wedding-style cake. Callers
Birdie Mesick of Lansing and John Cook
of Allendale took over the calling duties
so that Jack and Ethel could enjoy
dancing together.
An Erie Pennsylvania square dancer,
while riding his bike to work, was struck
by a car. He is in bad condition with a
crushed spine and many other injuries.
Cards from square dancers would
brighten his days. Send to Ed Rick,
Room 449, Hamot Hospital, Erie PA
16502.
Marvin Labahn assisted with the
Bicentennial Square Dance Program at
the Pan-American Day celebration in
Continued on Page 66
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"World's Greatest Square Dance Event"
JUNE 23, 24, 25, 1977
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY CONVENTION CENTER
ON THE BOARDWALK
By the sea, by the sea! Welcome to
romantic Atlantic City for the 26th
National Square Dance Convention. The
boardwalk, Convention Hall and major
hotels are situated on the beach at the
edge of the Atlantic Ocean. Enjoy the
finest in salt water bathing, sunning on
soft sand beaches, and strolling the
length of the seven-mile boardwalk
lined with shops filled with goods from
all over the world.
There is something for everyone —
square dancing, of course, at Convention Hall, in the hotels and outdoors on
the Boardwalk. Famous Steel Pier juts
out a half-mile into the ocean, and this
summer will have one million dollars
worth of new rides and a $300,000
theater that will seat 2200. The
athletically inclined may ride horseback
on the beach, bicycling on the boardwalk and hiking on the beach; the more
sedentary may sit and enjoy spectacular
ocean views or go for boat rides on the
ocean or ride in rolling chairs along the
boardwalk. Deep-sea fishing is excellent and some of the finest seafood
restaurants in the country are found
here. Eateries range from ultraexclusive to hot dog stands and offer
foods from all over the world.

You may remember Atlantic City as
the home of the Miss America Pageant
and salt water taffy, as well as the game
of Monopoly which originated nearby
and uses the city's outline for its playing
board. The very best entertainment,
however, is free — the sun, the sand
and the fresh smell of the sea. Atlantic
City is waiting to welcome you in 1977!
Dancers will enjoy over 500,000
square feet of air-conditioned space —
among the largest and finest halls yet!
What does this mean in size? About
11 1/2 acres or nine football fields.
All committees are working to make
the 26th Convention, June 23, 24, and
25, 1977, the best convention yet. Space
assignments and levels of dancing have
been planned. The education committee
has planned approximately eighty hours
of panels, clinics, seminars. There will
be dancing in the Rotunda in front of the
convention hall, overlooking the beach,
with the boardwalk passing right in
front. Two hours of outdoor dancing is
programmed, weather permitting. After
parties, trail in and trail end dances will
be scheduled.
Put these dates on your calendar now
— June 23, 24, 25, 1977. For information write: PO Box 383, Glassboro, NJ
08028.
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Dancing •
Tips
4.4••••••••••••••.4
by Harold & Lill Bausch

Has the day of "Specialization" come
to square dancing? It may well be that it
has. Time was when a caller was a caller
of square dances— and that was that. A
dancer did all the dances that a caller
called— and that was that. However,
now we have such a wide variety of
types of square dancing that callers and
dancers alike are choosing the type they
want.
I find this hard to enjoy. for it is a
divisive thing. Too often we find that
the "high frequency dancers", those
who dance two to three or more times a
week, just don't enjoy dancing with the
once-a-month dancer. Now don't jump
at me— I know most aren't that way,
but some are.
We know that any type of hobby must
continuously offer a bit of a challenge to
hold its interest, and so the new calls
and new figures do have a place.
However, the use of new calls exclusively to hold interest is becoming more
of a challenge than it is of value.
Callerlab is to be congratulated on
recognizing this and doing what it can to
hold down the excessive release of new
calls. Still, with all the note services and
magazines publishing new calls as they
are produced. we find each caller using
the new ones he feels are interesting,
and the dancers going out to various
callers are getting hit with so many calls
that it is "mind boggling"! To make it
even worse. the dancers come to their
club caller and ask him to do each call
they've heard from every caller they've
danced to. Can you imagine how many
new calls are propagated that way?
Callers find it difficult to keep up:
dancers find it difficult to keep up.
Dancers quit— callers quit! Frustration
reigns supreme! It is amazing that our
numbers do continue to increase as they
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do In my own humble estimation.
square dancing is on the upswing and
our numbers are probably 25% greater
now than they were five years ago.
This then has to mean that somewhere
along the line someone is holding the
ship steady. How? By using good
judgment and refusing to be pushed
into things that shouldn't be, and by
continuing to make square dancing fun.
Who? Well, mostly it is the local
caller— the fellow who night after night
calls the local club dances. not
necessarily the fellow who gets the
limelight or an excessive amount of
praise. but the steady fellow who keeps
the clubs going so they can afford to
hire some "Hot Shot'' from out-of-state
for their special dance.
I make these statements without
hesitation because I have the opportunity to play both parts. I know from
personal experience how difficult it is to
keep up with the new, without losing
the good of the old. I know how difficult
it is to go from beginner level one night
to advanced workshop the next, to club
level the next, to one night stand the
next: and often do two types in one day
because of an afternoon program and an
evening program with two different
groups.
Oh yes. speaking of challenge. your
modern day caller has it all right! And
the challenge is to be very versatile, or
otherwise he will have to specialize in
one type of calling. Most of us do not
want to be limited to any one level
because we don't want to give up our
friends in any group— nor do we want
to say goodbye to our dancers once we
have taught them. Teach them to walk,
and you want to be with them when they
run, too.
An added thought
•
How would a caller describe the "ideal
dancer"? He is one who enjoys all levels
of square dancing and lets his fellow
dancers and the caller too know that he
is having fun! Come to think of it—
dancers might like that kind of a caller,
too!

SO YOU WANT TO BE A CALLER
No denying it. Today it's tough to be
a caller. It certainly involves more
effort, concentration, sacrifice of time,
technical know-how and dedication than
it did a decade ago. Calling is a
profession. It's a business. It's both an
art and a science.
The qualifications are more exacting
than ever before, which narrows down
the prime candidates. And what's
worse, the financial rewards have not
noticeably increased in the last decade.
The myth that a few full-time callers are
getting rich is purely a myth. Any caller
we know "doing very well financially"
has a second source of revenue, you can
bet. On the other hand, calling can
provide a healthy supplemental income
for those who can create a demand for
their services.
Let's take a look at the demanding
qualifications of today's caller. In our
opinion, here they are, in relative order
of priority:
1. Cooperating wife (spouse), if married.
2. Ability to keep the beat and call on it
(including cadence, rhythm).
3. Pleasant voice, appearance, personality.
4. On key, musical knowledge, phrasing.
5. Chorea knowledge, material, systems.
6. Able PR guy or gal, leader,
organizer, teacher.
7. Business-person, ethical, conscientious.
8. Equipment know-how, care, use,
set-up.
9. Has current resources, knowledge of
activity.
10. Dance-dance-dance (experience).
It is reassuring for the calling
profession and for the total square
dance activity to see six or eight

hundred callers/spouses attend a callers convention (Callerlab) at an average
expense of several hundred dollars
apiece. We know each member had to
"dig deep" for the cost, and give up
bookings around that time besides.
Probably the profession is blessed
with an unusually large number of
individuals who are NOT involved for
the financial rewards offered, but who
ARE involved because of the personal
satisfaction of creating a large measure
of joy and benefit to others.
To sum it up (from a long-time career
caller) we'll simply advise potential
callers or newer callers to look at it this
way:
A. Do you like people?
B. Can you meet the ten qualifications
above?
C. Can you agree to a modest financial
reward?
D. Are you ready to work hard and
make sacrifices?
E. ATTEND A CALLERS SCHOOL
THIS SUMMER OR FALL!
(see June ASD, pps. 60-61)
The Caller College or training program a new caller may choose to attend
can make a big difference in his
budding career. It is best to take
vacation time, take one's wife or
husband, and be prepared to "dig in"
at the site for the three to six day
period, leaving the everyday routine
and concerns of home far out of reach.
Check the curriculum of the College if
it is advertised as such, making sure it
coincides with the Callerlab suggested
curriculum, and is balanced. Are the
caller-coaches members of Callerlab,
and accredited by Callerlab to teach?
Specifically, has each caller-coach
taught five compelte training programs
(Callerlab-endorsed) and called dances
for ten years or more? At the moment
these standards are provisional, but
soon will become official, no doubt.
Location, cost, number of staff
members, and specific skills of staff are
all determining factors, but the key
decision a newer caller should make is
to start with a foundation of formal
caller-training.
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KEEP PM DANCING
by Ed Fraidenburg
Average Club Hash & Breaks

L

Interesting choreography arrangements
using no more than Mainstream Basics
plus Callerlab-endorsed Experimentals
Heads square thru four hands
Square thru, heads four, sides three
Sides divide and star thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters,
Square thru four, trade by
Square thru, heads four, sides three
Heads divide and star thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru two, square thru two
Wheel and deal,
Centers square thru two, clover and
Square thru two, clover and pass thru
Square thru two, wheel and deal
Centers square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Square thru four, ends fold, star thru
Boys run, scoot back, boys run
Square thru two, trade by
Left allemande
Head ladies chain
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway
Swing thru double, centers run
Half tag, grand right and left
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Single hinge, split circulate
Once and a half, girls hinge
Girls cross run, half tag right
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, circle half
To a two-laced line, half tag
Curlique, boys. run, ferris wheel
Centers pass thru, star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, zoom
Centers pass thru, left allemande....
Heads square thru four, circle half
To a two-faced line, half tag
Cast off three-quarters, recycle
Sweep a quarter. slide thru
Pass thru, trade by, circle half
To a two faced line, half tag
Cast off three-quarters, recycle
Sweep a quarter, slide thru. pass thru
Trade by. left allemande
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Head ladies chain
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway
Pass thru, U-turn back, ocean wave
Centers run, half tag, trade
Grand right and left
Heads square thru four, circle half
To a two-faced line, half tag, girls run
Half tag, swing thru, eight circulate
Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, circle half
To a two-faced line, three-quarter tag
Clover and turn thru, clover and
Pass thru, star thru, promenade
Heads wheel around, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, star thru
Pass thru, three-quarter tag
Clover and turn thru, clover and
Pass thru, swing thru, recycle
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, three-quarter tag
Clover and spin the top, step thru
Star thru, California twirl
Right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Box the gnat, centers rollaway
All pass thru, three-quarter tag
Clover and turn thru, left allemande
Head ladies chain across
Chain back three-quarters
End ladies chain three-quarters
Same ladies chain across
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Two ladies chain, ends ladies chain
Left allemande
Heads square thru four. ocean wave
Centers trade. curlique. scoot back

Boys run, right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, centers trade, curlique
Eight circulate, boys run, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, ends trade, curlique
Eight circulate, boys run, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, girls trade, curlique, recycle
Star thru, pass thru, girls trade
Curlique, girls trade, recycle
Sweep a quarter, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, girls trade, curlique
Walk and dodge, wheel and deal
Girls turn thru, boys courtesy turn them
Pass thru, girls trade, curlique
Walk and dodge, wheel and deal
Girls turn thru, boys courtesy turn them
Left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, boys cross fold, curlique
Walk and dodge, wheel and deal
Boys left turn thru, swing thru
Ends turn back and circulate
Bend the line, pass thru, girls fold
Curlique, square thru three-quarters
Trade by, left allemande
The next two are from Beryl Main:
One and four roll away
Two and four lead right, do-sa-do
Ocean wave, boys trade, girls trade
Swing thru, centers circulate two
Swing thru, ends circulate two
Tag the line in, pass thru
Ends cross fold, star thru, substitute
Bend the line, left allemande
One and four rollaway
Two and four lead right, do-sa-do
Ocean wave, boys trade, girls trade
Swing thru, centers circulate two
Swing thru, centers run, tag the line in
Curlique, eight circulate two
Same sex trade, eight circulate two
Face partner, star thru
Lead couple California twirl, dive thru
Right and left thru, pass thru, star thru
Crosstrail thru, left allemande

COPYFUGHT R L MOERSTRA ,916
FOR
CALLERS — to clarify some of the more confusing figures with lust a few people looking for a little extra
uelp without having to get a demonstration square together A real boon to the caller wanting to work
nut new ideas
TEACHERS — to more clearly show lust how a call is to be danced without depending on vocal instruc
bons to novice dancers A valuable supplement for new classes
ALL LEVEL DANCERS -- to work out the call you lust learned or one that you want to recall and settle
more firmly in mind The pieces may be mound as .n a game of solitaire or with lust YOU and your partner
or with any size group gathered around a flat surface By using lust one game prece you can test your own
ability and understanding of the latest calls by ending in the correct positron facing the right defection
KIT CONSISTS OF: 8 matched hardwood figures 14 men and 4 girls' with instructions and coloring
materials to designate partners and corners at a glance A square layout stignificantly numbered for positive
positioning and lacing direction Self examination test on the basic movements and worksheet forms for
working out new ideas
ORDER
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67 Forest Glen Road
Longmeadow, Mass 01106
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With all the Fourth of July parades, here is a "Mark Time Mixer" submitted by
Jack Hidde of Appleton, Wisconsin. This gem uses the music on the reverse side of
"Alley Cat" which many caller have had in their cases for a long time.
MARK TIME MIXER
RECORD: ATCO 45-6226
FORMATION: Several. Once the hand patterns are learned, they can be easily
adapted to various formations: 1. Dancers in large circle, facing center. One couple
in the middle of circle starts the mixer by performing the hand rhythms. On
"Change," both of these dancers select a partner from the circle to repeat the
mixer. Hand rhythms continue until everyone has been chosen. Until the circle
players have been selected as partners, they do the rhythmic patterns individually,
facing center. On "Change," they march about in place with arms crossed; 2. All
dancers have partners, spaced informally about a designated area. On "Change,"
they all move to find new partners; 3. Dancers with partners, double circle, facing
each other. On "Change," boys and girls leave partners by side-stepping in time to
the music to the right, passing one person and stopping at the next (new partner).
HAND PATTERNS:
Slap own knees four times
Knees, knees, knees, knees
Own, own, own, own
Clap own hands four times
Right, right, right, right
Clap right hand with partner four times
Clap left hand with partner four times
Left, left, left, left
Knees, own, both, both
Slap own knees, clap own hands,
Clap both hands with partner twice
Knees, own, both, both
Repeat above
Both partners cross arms on chest and search for
Change 2,3,4,5,6,7,8
new partner within the next eight counts of music.
And for a real Bicentennial square dance, here is an adaptation of "Summer
Sounds" that was sent in by Billy Richard Fawcette of Pine Plains, New York. Use
the following opener, break and ending.
SUMMER SOUNDS
RECORD: MacGregor 2051
OPENER:
(Circle left) Square dancing fun now, specially this year
The music and the callers that we like to hear
(Allemande left the corner, etc.) Happy Bicentennial, 200 years gone by
BREAK:
(Circle left) Look at all the people dressed in red, white and blue
They're all square dancers like me and you
(Allemande left the corner, etc.) Happy Bicentennial, Square dancers wish you well
ENDING:
(Circle left) God bless this land that we love so well
The moutains and the trees and the old church bell
(Allemande left your corner, etc.) We wish you 200 more, maybe better than
before
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Lannie McQuaide of Columbus, Ohio, taught me this one she learned from Bill
Johnston of Skippack, Pennsylvania.
JOHNSTON'S SPECIAL
FORMATION: Mescolanza (Two couples facing two couples, facing up or down the
hall in lines of four).
MUSIC: Any good tune with a 64-count lilt can be used.
Intro — —
Right couples diagonally star by the right
8 cts.
— — Back by the left
Left couples diagonally star by the right
8 cts.
— — Back by the left
8 cts.
Right couple in front sashay over
8 cts. — — — —
8 cts. Right couple in
Facing couples star by the right
front sashay back
8 cts. — — — —
Back by the left
8 cts. — — — —
Pass thru, go on to the next
Right couples diagonally star by the right
8 cts. — — — —
(The two sashays are done in four counts each, for a total of eight steps to complete
both.)
Jerry Heft of Cincinnati, Ohio, shared this one with me at Callerlab last April. He
calls it:
THE 1976 CONTRA
FORMATION: Proper lines, five or six couples to the set.
Intro — — — —
8 cts . — — — —
——
8 cts .
8 cts. — — — —
8 cts . — — — —
8 cts . — — — —
——
8 cts .
8 cts . — — — —
8 cts . — — — —

Everybody Toward up to the middle and back
Heads down the center, foot up the outside
Everybody forward up to the middle and back
New heads down the center, new foot up the outside
With your partner right hand star (Two hand star)
Back by the left, a left hand star
Everybody pass thru and turn alone
Head couple down the center to the foot
Forward up to the middle and back.

Repeat with men and ladies on reverse sides. Each sequence of dance alternates
sides.
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for the fifth and sixth graders at Main Street
a st*dents wrote letters following her visit.
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE
HIGH FREQUENCY DANCER ...,
I
f ADVANCED PROGRAM
ADVOCATE

e
III

by Jim Kassel
CONVENTION GOOD NEWS
All levels of dancing were beautifully
programmed when the Toronto and
District Square Dance Association held
their 16th International Square and
Round Dance Convention at McMaster
University at Hamilton the weekend of
May 20-22. Graduate, intermediate,
mainstream, advanced and challenge
levels were held in different rooms at
scheduled times throughout the weekend. The dancing followed closely the
lists of calls that have been circulated
and published throughout the square
dance world for these various levels of
dancing. When we hear news of large
conventions of this sort programming
advanced and challenge dancing and
properly taking care of it— it is certainly
good news.
Along this same line the 17th Annual
Buckeye Dance Convention was held
May 7, 8, & 9 at the Dayton, Ohio
Convention Center. Glowing reports of
the advanced and challenge segments
of this convention have been reaching
us. With challenge callers like Deuce
Williams, Dave Hodson, Jim Davis and
Joe Taylor calling challenge, and
handling the advanced part of the
program with a number of other callers,
one can readily see why this phase of
the convention's program was so
successful. It is gratifying to hear that
most all callers are adhering to the
published lists of basic advanced and
basic challenge calls now being so
universally accepted.
We hope to hear similar reports from
other conventions and weekend events.
LOUISVILLE
In the past year, one square of
dancers that has been dancing to
advanced level tapes has grown into six
squares. These six squares have formed
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an advanced level club, the "Tape
Spinners", and have five more squares
in the area working toward joining the
club.
These squares meet on an individual
square basis at least once a week, and
have a live traveling caller dance about
once a month with a caller qualified to
call this type of dancing. Thus far the
group has brought in several of the
well-known advanced callers and have
an active schedule of callers planned for
the upcoming dance season.
KANSAS
Advanced dancing has come to
Kansas. Caller Jim Hayes is teaching
the Advanced Basic Calls to a group in
Wichita, and interest has progressed to
where the group is now dancing once a
week. In addition, some of these
dancers are also working tapes of other
callers.
Because of the good response to
advanced dancing in Wichita, Jim plans
to start advanced groups in other parts
of the state.
IOWA
Advanced and challenge dancing is
really prospering in Iowa, thanks to the
efforts of caller Dave Lightly in Des
Moines. He has a beginning advanced
workshop, which teaches people the
Advanced Basic calls so they may join
his B Sharps Club. In addition, Reel to
Reel is a challenge group which meets
every week to dance a combination of
tapes and calling by Dave. In Davenport
he has a large advanced group called
D-Light-Ful Squares.
Dave has just completed a successful
tour to the East where he called for
many established challenge groups.
One reason for his success in advanced
and challenge calling is that he made
sure he could dance the material before
trying to call it. His groups are growing
rapidly, and his dancers are very
grateful for the amount of time and
effort Dave gives to higher level calling.
COLORADO
We received the following from Jan
Kenny: On July 10th & 11th at the
Truck Stop at 1381 Iola, Aurora,
Colorado, a few callers who have been
working with small groups in our own
areas and at least one tape group are
going to try to put it all together for one
weekend. Much excitement is already in
the air and the dancers have shown

much interest in dancing to a different
caller and with other dancers.
The program is going to be of
different levels from introduction to
advanced to special marked easy level
challenge tips on both days.
Until recently no advanced level was
available to Colorado dancers. Most
callers who would try to get a group
started were disappointed with a small
turn out in dancers, the road has been a
long one but maybe now it will begin to
pay off with more dancer interest.
The callers for this weekend will be
Bud Bennett of Vail, Colorado; Dave
Kenney of Wheatridge, Colorado; and
Dean Salveson of Arvada, Colorado. For
more information write or call Jan
Kenney, 10825 W. 32nd Ave., Wheatridge, Colorado 80033, phone (303)
237-5966.
SUMMER CONTEMPLATION
From the "Zip Coder" comes the
following thought for very serious

M. D. Howard
P.O. Box 3745
Greenville, SC 29608

consideration: The myriad of new calls
being introduced is causing undue
strain on many dancers. The chasm
between new calls and dancer retention
is rapidly widening. We seem to have
gotten on the production and assembly
line treadmill.
Isn't it about time the 'leaders, both
callers and dancers, design and implement a system to put a moratorium on
the introduction of new calls during
June, July, and August?
If this is done, the dancer will have a
chance to digest the ones that are
presently being worked. Many dancers
cut back during the summer and if new
calls are continually being mass produced they become frustrated, angered,
and eventually find a recreation that
isn't so demanding. Let us build up
their dancing confidence throughout the
summer, not tear it down. It's about
time we give this area of dancing some
serious thought.

Al "TEX" BROWNLEE
Artist Repertoire

Hoedowns
TH 513 SAILING/JARRING
TH 514 BIG G RAG/GOOD DAY HOEDOWN
TH 515 JEKYLL ISLAND RIDE/FAST OTIS
TB142 WILLOW TREE by Bud Whitten
TB143 CAROLINA COUNTRY MORNING by Bobby Keefe
Singing Sam TB144 SUSAN WHEN SHE TRIED by Bobby Keefe
Bil. vulner
Mitchell
TB145 WHEN THE CANDLE LIGHTS ARE GLEAMING
by Bud Whitten
TB146 STREETS OF MEMPHIS by Bill Volner
TB147 BETTER TIMES A'COMING by Bill Volner

Bua Whitten

T-Bird 1000 BICENTENNIAL by Bill Volner
T-Bird 1100 REMEMBER ME by Sam Mitchell
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In looking over the Callerlab 68-Basic
list, the most probable candidate for
"least used basic" is No. 67, Fan the
top. Spin the top was introduced to
square dancing in the summer of 1964.
The fan the top version was not pursued
until some three years later. It was then
that the Fan thru idea had been
suggested (7/67) to mean two facing
couples could step forward and merge
into a right-hand wave, the centers only
trade and all step ahead to end up back
to back with opposite girls for partners.
Choreographically, a fan thru was equal
to two ladies chain plus a pass thru. A
couple of months later it was suggested
that a fan the top was possible by
having the centers cast three-quarters
and the ends move up as in spin the top.
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This idea led to today's interpretation
that all fan movements mean that the
centers start the action rather than the
ends starting. It was also discovered
that a fan the top could be used with a
two-faced line as well as with an ocean
wave. This later fact has not been
exploited enough in our square dance
choreography, again probably because
of lack of use.
FAN THE TOP
From an ocean wave or two-faced line,
centers cast three-quarters while the
ends move up to re-form the wave or
two-faced line, perpendicular to starting
direction.
From an ocean wave:
1. One fan the top + step thru = lead to
the right
2. Two fan the tops = right and left thru
3. Fan the top + swing thru + fan the
top + swing thru = Zero
4. Fan the top + swing thru + turn thru
= square thru
From a two-faced line:
1. Fan the top + bend the line = flutter
wheel
3. Two fan the tops = couples trade
TEACHING EXAMPLES:
Head couples fan the top. swing thru
Turn thru. left allemande

Head couples fan the top, step thru
Lead right, circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Fan the top, swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Fan the top, right and left thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Center four fan the top, box the gnat
Slide thru, circle four the outside two
Head gents break and line up four
Crosstrail thru to left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Fan the top, swing star thru
Square thru three-quarters
Outsides trade, left allemande
Heads spin the top, turn thru
Fan the top, step thru, bend the line
Center four square thru
Ends only left allemande
All right and left grand
Heads square thru three-quarters
U-turn back, same two fan the top
Then box the gnat, right and left thru
Swing thru and turn thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, boys run, fan the top
Slide thru, first couple left
Next ones right, pass thru, partner tag
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Fan the top, boys fold, peel off
Bend the line, fan the top
Box the gnat, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Fan the top, spin the top
All-eight circulate, star thru
California twirl, barge thru
Left allemande

ISM
American Squaredance Magazine's
Workshop features original material
submitted to the editor. New ideas are
presented each month. Mail new and
creative material to Willard Orlich,
Workshop Ed., American Squaredance,
PO Box 788, Sandusky OH 44870.

CALLERS'
QUESTIONS
TP
RICK GOFF, South Houston, Texas:
In thinking about overworking curlique,
why not use pass right, i.e. pass thru
and quarter right? It is not listed in the
Square Dance Encyclopedia that I can
find.
ED. NOTE: You're right about it not
being in the Encyclopedia but it should
be right along with Pass In/Out (#B-978
and B-979). It has been used as Pass
Right/Left for years but has never
caught on. Directionally it is , Pass thru,
quarter right, pass thru, quarter left
(B-89). While we're on the subject, the
commands Pass In/Out are not the
same as Pass thru, quarter in/out
(B-60-61). While both indicate a pass
thru, the Pass In means face center of
set, line or column; pass out means turn
back to center of set, line or column;
quarter in means to face partner;
quarter out means to turn back to
partner.
trySEVERAL SOURCES (Again):
ing to do a Half tag, trade and roll from
a double pass thru set-up i.e. ferris
wheel and half tag, trade and roll, is not
"legal." To make it choreographically
correct, one could double pass thru,
quarter right, then half tag, trade and
roll. A box the gnat at this point will
place the dancer in the exact desired
spot that the non-legal pattern was
attempting to accomplish.
Are we keeping all Callerlab Experimentals in our Mainstream program
now?
ED. NOTE: No. transfer the column and
lock it have been placed into the
Advanced or Experimental category,
walk and dodge is now one of the -68"
list. This leaves coordinate, recycle,
ferris wheel, half tag, trade and roll and
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pass the ocean to be used another full
year and again reviewed at Callerlab
'77. If an experimental movement
makes it for three consecutive years, it
will then be considered for Mainstream
"Basic" acceptance. We have also
added chase right for this year but there
will never be more than a total of ten
being used officially at one time. So now
we have six with four more to go to fill
up the quota. Question: If the ten are
being used, do we not try anything new
until the ten have run their three-year
trial period? This is conceivably possible at some time I guess.
SEVERAL OTHER SOURCES: Challenge/Advanced-type square dancing is
so prevalent the last couple of years.
Didn't it exist until this recently in our
history?
ED. NOTE: Don't you believe it! This
type of square dance choreography has
just been given a new name — we've
always had the "Old Buster" advancedtype figures. During a recent "research" project, your editor came
across the following written by him for
an advanced square dance group in
November, 1955:
Head gents and corner girl, star right
Go round the world, pick up your own
With arm around, star promenade
We're going to town
Rims spread wide across the land
Duck back under to an Arky allemande
Partner right, right and left grand
You're not wrong, you're all right
Meet partner and swing all night
One can't help but notice the fluent
patter and rhyming verse which accompanied the figures a couple of decades
ago, plus some strange-sounding nomenclature. Here's a couple more
written on the same occasion:
Allemande left, allemande "T"
Go right, left, right to a ci-do-ci
Corner left and back to your own
A right hand swing go all around
Gents star left three-quarters around to
A right hand half, back with the left
Like a left allemande
Wrong way round, right and left grand
Allemande left. let's split the "A"
Go right and left to a half sashay
Re-sashay, go all the way round
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All circle left when you come down
Circle left about a mile
Do-sa-do in "Kentucky style"
A right to corner, pull her past
Swing half around and hold on fast
Circle about,while the gents face out
Break with the left, pull corner thru
Now do-pasb like you used to do
That's partner left and corner right
Back to partner a left-hand swing
Four gents star across the land
Opposite lady like a left allemande
Here we go, right and left grand

AH SO
BY Lee Kopman, Wantagh, New York
A recycle variation: From an ocean
wave, ends will cross fold as in a recycle
but they take along the adjacent center
without their turning around. The ocean
wave ends in a box circulate position.
Parallel waves end in a column
formation and a tidal wave (eight-hand)
ends in parallel waves.
AUTHOR'S EXAMPLES:
Heads square thru four hands to a wave
Ah so, girls run, swing thru
Change hands, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Do-sa-do to a tidal wave, ah so
Split circulate, boys run
Left allemande
Sides right and left thru
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru
Ah so, box circulate, walk and dodge
Left allemande
EXAMPLES by Will Orlich:
Heads sqaure thru four hands, curlique
Ah so, boys run, centers pass thru
Swing thru, ah so, all-eight circulate
Boys run, trade by, centers trade
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande....
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, ah so. swing thru, ah so
All eight circulate, boys run

Centers flutter wheel
Sweep a quarter, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads spin the top, ah so
Walk and dodge. again spin the top
Ah so, split circulate, boys run
Cast off three-quarters to
Left allemande
Heads swing thru and ah so
While sides divide and curlique
Girls lead, peel off, bend the line
Spin the top. cast off three-quarters
Trade the wave, ah so, ladies run
Centers pass thru to left allemande.
TOKYO SPECIAL:
Head couples spin the top
Same two recycle and turn thru
Left swing thru the outside two
Ah so, checkmate, boys run
Ah so, boys run, partner tag
Wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters to
Left allemande
More Ah So Figures by Jay King
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, fan the top. Ah so
Single file circulate twice, peel off
Wheel and deal, swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads half square thru, swing thru
Spin the top, ah so, split circulate
Arm turn three-quarters. spin the top
Ah so, boys run, cast right a quarter
Couples circulate and bend the line
Star thru. pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Slide thru. curlique, ah so
Coordinate, couples circulate
Tag the line in, slide thru, drift around
Left allemande
Sides square thru, right and left thru
Fan the top, ah so, walk and dodge
Cast right a quarter, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Sides square thru, spin the top
Ah so, centers run, tag the line in
Spin the top, ah so (girls lead)
Partner tag, bend the line
Right and left thru, slide thru
Left allemande...,,......

Ah so, fan the top, ah so
Boys run, cast right a quarter
Wheel and deal, swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
More Ah So Figures by Garey Smith
Lubbock, Texas
One and three square thru four hands
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave, ah so
All-eight circulate, boys run
Do-sa-do to a wave, ah so, boys run
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass the ocean, ah so, all eight circulate
Boys run, dive thru
Square thru three hands, left swing thru
Girls run left. couples circulate
Wheel and deal, dive thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left swing thru, girls run left
Wheel and deal, pass thru. trade by
Swing thru, boys run, couples circulate
Ferris wheel, pass thru
Right and left thru
Reverse flutter wheel, left allemande....
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru. bend the line, pass the ocean
Ah so, coordinate, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Right and left thru, pass thru
Trade by, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru
Boys run, wheel and deal, pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel
Square thru three hands
Left swing thru, girls run
Couples circulate, bend the line
Pass the ocean, ah so, coordinate
Wheel and deal, do-sa-do to wave
Ah so, boys run, trade by, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands to wave
Ah so, all-eight circulate, boys run
Pass the ocean, ah so, walk and dodge
Bend the line, star thru. pass thru
Trade by. swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, pass the ocean, ah so
Walk and dodge, bend the line
Pass the ocean, ah so
All-eight circulate, boys run
Left allemande

Sides lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, ah so, spin the top
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Ends circulate, centers trade to a
Right and left grand

FIGURE]

Sides lead right circle to a line
Right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Curlique, swing thru, same sex trade
Split circulate to right and left grand
Heads curlique, walk and dodge
Circle to a line, pass the ocean
Swing thru, recycle, curlique to a
Follow your nabor and spread, to a
Right and left grand

By Lynn Wright. Portland, Oregon
Heads half square thru, swing thru
Boys run, bend the line
Right and left thru
Dixie style ocean wave, boys cross run
Single hinge, walk and dodge
Partner trade, half square thru
Trade by, left allemande
Sides square thru, swing thru
Girls trade, fan the top, single hinge
Coordinate, wheel and deal, star thru
Bend the line, left allemande
Sides flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, swing thru, boys cross run
Girls turn back, half tag
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Slide thru, left allemande
Four ladies chain,
Heads half square thru, curlique
Boys run, bend the line
Right and left thru, half square thru
Trade by, swing thru, single hinge
Scoot back, walk and dodge
Partner trade, star thru, dive thru
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads star thru, pass thru
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Curlique, scoot back, boys run
Right and left thru
Dixie style ocean wave
Boys cross run, single hinge
Walk and dodge. partner trade
Square thru three-quarters, bend line
Right and left thru
Dixie style to a wave, boys cross run
Single hinge, walk and dodge
Partner trade, star thru, dive in
Zoom, pass thru. left allemande
by Johnny Jones, Kingsport, Tennessee
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru. wheel and deal
Centers swap around, swing thru
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Heads square thru four hands
Slide thru, right and left thru
Ladies lead Dixie style to ocean wave
Left swing thru, girls trade, circulate
While boys cross run to a
Right and left grand
by John Strong, Salinas, California
Four ladies chain, sides square thru
Swing thru, boys run, couples circulate
Ferris wheel, pass thru, star thru
Curlique, coordinate
Half tag, trade and roll, star thru
Pass thru, bend the line, flutter wheel
Left allemande
Heads star thru, pass thru
Right and left thru, pass thru, cloverflo
Swing thru, scoot back, fan the top
Curlique, coordinate, couples circulate
Ferris wheel, curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, crosstrail
Left allemande
Heads star thru, pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, half tag
Trade and finish your tag, right
Wheel and deal, right and left thru
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru
Single hinge, scoot back
Walk and dodge, cloverleaf
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, star thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, star thru
Pass thru, swing thru, boys run
Ferris wheel, curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, crosstrail
Left allemande
Heads pass the ocean, fan the top
Right and left thru, star thru
Pass thru, star thru, curlique

Coordinate, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Head ladies chain, heads flutter wheel
Curlique, walk and dodge,
Swing thru, scoot back, fan the top
Right and left thru, star thru, pass thru
Trade by, swing thru, scoot back
Recycle, sweep a quarter, star thru
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads star thru. pass thru
Veer to the left, fascinate
Right and left thru, pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, half tag,
Trade and roll, star thru, curlique
Single file circulate, boys run
Veer to the left, fascinate
Right and left thru
Square thru three-quarters, slide thru
Pass thru, partner tag, left allemande...
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, veer to the left, fascinate
Right and left thru, pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel
Curlique, walk and dodge, cloverleaf
Centers pass thru, veer to the left
Fascinate, right and left thru
Pass thru, circle to a line, star thru
Pass thru, left allemande
by Don Schadt, S/D Callers of So. Cal.
Heads swing thru, touch a quarter,
Girls run, swing thru, spin the top
Touch a quarter, transfer the column
Boys run, bend the line, flutter wheel
Star thru, pass thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track two
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line
Star thru, pass to the center
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line, track two
Swing thru, touch a quarter, boys run
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Touch a quarter. coordinate
Wheel and deal, pass thru, chase right
Touch a quarter. boys run
Wheel and deal, star thru
Pass to the center
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande

Heads square thru four hands,
Pass thru, chase right, coordinate
Ferris wheel, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, around one to a line
Star thru, track two, swing thru
Boys run, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads slide thru, pass thru
Pass thru again, trade by, slide thru
Pass thru, bend the line, slide thru
Pass to the center, centers partner trade
Left allemande
Sides lead right circle to a line
Tag the line in. bend the line
Slide thru, step to a wave
Partner tag right, boys run
Wheel and deal, sweep a quarter
Crosstrail, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Partner tag right, cast off three-quarters
Girls run, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, tag the line in
Crosstrail, left allemande
Sides pair off, heads partner trade
Peel off and roll, double pass thru
Track two, all double circulate
Girls circulate one more and turn back
Ferris wheel, sweep a quarter
Left allemande
by Deuce Williams, Detroit, Michigan
Heads half square thru, circle to a line
Pass the ocean, ladies trade, recycle
Veer to the left, ferris wheel
Centers swing thru and box the gnat
Square thru three-quarters
All slide thru, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Sides square thru three-quarters
Cloverleaf, heads curlique
Same four walk and dodge
Separate around one to a line
Pass the ocean, centers run, half tag
Trade and roll, all slide thru
Promenade home
Heads square thru four to ocean wave
Recycle and veer to the left
Bend the line, curlique, coordinate
Ferris wheel, zoom, swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande
Heads lead right, veer left
Bend the line, pass the coean
Ladies cross run, lock it, men run
Couples hinge, bend the line
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Pass thru, tag the line, leads backtrack
Right and left grand

Boys cross run, girls trade, recycle
Left allemande

Sides lead right, veer left, bend the line
Curlique, coordinate, men run
Lock it, recycle, swing thru
Square thru four hands, trade by
Left allemande.........

Heads lead right circle to a line
Center four square thru four
Ends star thru, swing thru, scoot back
Boys trade, star thru, left allemande

Heads star thru, veer left, half tag
Trade and roll, pass thru, swing thru
With the outside two, men run
Half tag, trade and roll, pass to center
Pass thru, left allemande
Sides curlique, same four single hinge
Lockit, turn thru, pass to the center
Pass thru, curlique, single hinge
All-eight circulate, girls double
Right and left grand
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, pass thru
Tag the line right, wheel and deal
Star thru, wheel and deal, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, all-eight circulate
Trade and roll, curlique, boys run
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, around one to a line
Pass thru. tag the line, cloverleaf
Centers square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads pass thru around one to a line
Center four square thru four
Ends star thru, do-sa-do to a wave
All eight circulate, spin chain thru
Girls circulate one spot, boys run
Bend the line, square thru
Three-quarters to a left allemande
Curlique. eight circulate, boys run
Do-sa-do to a wave, girls trade
Girls run, tag the line right
Couples circulate, girls trade
Bend the line, half square thru
Trade by, left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Touch a quarter, eight circulate
Once and a half, center six trade
And roll, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Touch a quarter, eight circulate
Once and a half, center six trade
Center six circulate once and a half
Center four girls trade and roll to face
Girls square thru four
Boys as a couple bend the face in
Do-sa-do to a wave, girls trade
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Do-sa-do to a wave, eight circulate
Recycle, spin chain thru
Girls circulate one spot, boys run
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass the ocean, scoot back, boys trade
Boys run, tag the line, cloverleaf
On a double track, Dixie style to a wave
Girls circulate, boys trade
Boys cross run, swing thru, boys run
Half tag, trade and roll, left allemande
Heads crosstrail around one to a line
Pass the ocean, eight circulate
Swing thru, scoot back, recycle
Left allemande
by Fred Bailey, Rush City, Minnesota
Heads lead right circle to a line
Rollaway a half sashay, pass thru
Chase right, girls run right, star thru
California twirl, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Square thru four hands, chase right
Quarter in. crosstrail thru
Left allemande

Heads square thru four
Sides rollaway half sashay, swing thru
Spin the top, curlique, boys run
Center square thru three-quarters
Left allemande

Heads square thru four hands, curlique
Cast off three-quarters round. step thru
Chase right, circulate one spot
Walk and dodge,
Center four flutter wheel, all trade by
Left allemande

Heads pass thru around one to a line
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal
On the double track, Dixie style to wave

Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, chase right, scoot back
Continued on Page 91
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Printer's measure
Swing that ---thru
Man's nickname
She loves (Latin)
Girl's name
wheel
"Puttin' On The
Girl's name
Another girl's name
"When I Take My
To Tea"
----- right and left thru
Exploits
Something to be smoked (Var.)
Brand of soda pop (Abbr.)
Mongrel
Western state
Third letter
Kansas Association (Abbr.)
Opposite of a-pepper (hyph. wd.)
Swat the ------- -hru
S/D Record Company
And a quarter -•-Appear
Two
, Venus and Mars
de left
Caller Bob ---Ornamental case
African tribesman
Sharp tools
Grease
Poetic contraction

DOWN
1. Acronym used by Ed Fraidenburg
2. Man's name
3. Cozier
4.
After a while
5. Prayer closing
6. Traditional organization (Abbr.)
Young Teens (Abbr.)
7.
8. Hoedown call
9. Author Seton and others
10. Square 'N Long (Abbr.)
11. "Oh, say can you ---"
16. "---- the night before
17. Not the head
19. Chase
20. Eats a lollipop
21. Ordinary
22. Done to lips or a letter
Hills of Home"
23. "
24. Pass the
26. Condition
29. Customers
30. Nickname for miner's daughter
of song
32. Worships
33. Land of the ---- and the brave
35. One system of calling hash
36. Frozen
38. Elide
39. Resort
40. IRS revenue (Sing.)
41. -- - standstill
42. Lincoln
43. Negative prefix
45. Raised railway
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lou filar
SQUARE
DANCES

:I 1U

Bob Cat
Mac
Let son

NEW ON LOU-MAC
LM 120 TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT
by Bill
RECENT RELEASES
LM 119 POLLY ANN by Harold
LM 118 NELLIE by Mac
LM117 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING
by Mac & Bill
LM 116 EIGHT MORE MILES by Bill
LM 115 SOMEWHERE MY LOVE by Mac

Jim
Copolnger

NEW ON BOB-CAT
BC-104 EVERYTHING I TOUCH, Bill Barner
BC-103 MAGIC OF THE RAIN by Bob
BC-102 SQUARE DANCE MAN by Larry
BC-101 BOBCAT RAMBLE by Bob
P.O. Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 35660

Bob

August in

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller

MAGNET, INDIANA 4755

THE CLASSIC
Made fully lined, the Classic features loam sock
lining, a steel shank for
heel,
support, a full inch off
of heel
ubber capped f
r
footing, and a buckle with
INDIANA
elastic goring to complete
ADD
the 3/4 " strap. Sizes in me4%
dium 4 thru 12 & half sizes and narrow 6
SALES
thru 12 & half sizes.
TAX
Black — While
$10.95
Red and Navy
11.95
Silver and Gold
12.95
854 postage each.

1A-Ja

SISSY

SHORTIE
MID-THIGH
UMW\

.1111111f
$6.50

A FW
REEEITCEAFTALOG

Phone: 812-843-5491

MAJESTIC
Glove tanned leather. Size
6 thru 12 N; 4 thru 12M. /z
sizes. Steel shank for support.
Black & White
$13.95
Navy & Red
14.95
Silver & Gold
15.95
Postage
.85

RINGO
The shoe most square dancers wear. 1/2 " heel with
elastic binding around
shoe. Strap across instep.
Black and White
$11 95
Yellow, Pink, Red, Hot
Pink and Orange
12.95
Silver and Gold
13.95
Sizes 4 to 11 — Med
and Narrow.
Plus 854
postage.

STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
KNEE LENGTH
With 11/4 " nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows of
iace and knee length has 9 rows of lace These are
made for us exclusively and they're made true to
size. Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow,
blue, pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, multicolor, royal, red, white and blue combination,
brown, navy, dark purple and Kelly. Order mid-thigh
or knee length in S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of
iace. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Shorties— 3" legs,
8 rows of lace.
Postage 504 ea.

16.50 ea. or 2 pr. $12.00
SLIPS — mod* by B S
We have one of the finest 50 yd nylon marquisette slips Cotton top. wide elastic
band. 4 tiers on 18; ' and up. 3 tiers on 17" and shorter. Our slips are stiff enough to in$4.95

su re long life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 18-26" and other lengths by special order
Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green $15.95 plus 51 00 post& multi-color. turquoise. orange. bright yellow. med purple. royal. brown, navy. age. 35 yc_/ slips $1 3.95
dark purple. kelly. red, white & blue combo or any other color combo of listed colors. plus $1 00 postage.
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Just like the passing of the ancient
dinosaurs, much of our traditional and
colorful choreography of the past has
slipped or is slipping into oblivion. So it
must be. But do you remember when
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Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland,
South Carolina and the District of
Columbia. Watch this magazine for
prices and date of publication. For
further information write: Southern
Callers Directory, c/o Bill McVey, 9380
Indian Spring Dr., Roswell GA 30075.

A CALLERS' DIRECTORY
Ever go visiting in a distant city,
and find no square dance clubs or
callers there? Bill McVey of Rosewell,
Georgia, is gathering information to
publish a directory of callers and clubs
which will give accurate, pertinent
information about contacting these
people by mail or telephone. The listing
is free for a caller, and the book will be
published annually. A small charge will
be made for club listings. Ad space and
special events listings are also available. The first book will cover at least
the fifteen southeastern states of

OVERSEAS DANCERS REUNION
Bill and Kathi Higgins are general
chairmen of the Bicentennial Fourteenth Reunion of Overseas Dancers, to
be held August 12, 13, 14 at the
Shoreham Hotel in Washington. D.C.
To be eligible for membership in
Overseas Dancers, you must have
belonged to and danced with a square
and/or round dance club outside the
contiguous forty-eight States and all the
provinces of Canada.
Reunions provide the opportunity for
fun and fellowship with old friends. the
making of new ones, rehashing overseas experiences, dancing and more
dancing to callers and round dance
instructors, after-parties and parties

KALOX- eded-Longhor

I

NEW ON KALOX
K-1189 THE SNOW, Flip/Inst. by C.O. Guest
K-1190 ONE MORE HILL TO CLIMB by Vaughn Parrish
WALT
McNE E L

NEW RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH-1014 OLD FASHIONED, Flip/Inst. by Johnny
Hozdulick

nick
HAN

RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH-1013 CORN LIKKER, Flip/Inst. by Bob Augustin
LH-1012 YOU ARE THE ONE,by Red Warrick,.
NEW ON 'BELO°

GUY
POLAND

B-267A OLD FASHIONED, Two-step Peter & Eva Blyth
1st Band Music only; 2nd Band, Cues by C.O. Guest
B-267-B THE LAZY RIVER, C.O. & Chris Guest
1st Band Music Only; 2nd Band, Cues by C.O. Guest
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO
B-266 THE ANGELS SING/COCOANUT GROVE
B-265 IN THE MOOD/HONOLULU-HANA HOU
B-264 MELODY TWO-STEP/TANZIE

.0
GUEST

HILT
Ti RS

VAUGHN
PARRISH

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO. 2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 7514 9
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that come after.
Write the Higgins, 3231 Plantation
Parkway, Fairfax, VA 22030 for info.
RUY CAMP FESTIVAL REPORT
The funds raised at the Ruy Camp
Festival in Atlanta in March have now
risen to $16.000 and have been
contributed to Our Lady of Perpetual
Help Free Cancer Home in Atlanta.
This money came from a one-night
dance, arts and crafts, a cookbook
masterminded by Carolyn McVey, a flea
market and hours of help from square
dancers.
Bill McVey
Roswell, Georgia
CLOGGING RECORD IN HOUSTON
On May 1, the Rhythm Cloggers of
Houston, Texas, set a record for the
Guiness Book of World Records. Fifty
people started this record setting
session; at the end, two were left
standing. Neither would give way to the
other so it ended in a tie. Peter Goggin
and Sandy Truax hold the record now at
7 hours, 13 minutes, 4 seconds. This
record is for continuous clogging with

NEW INTEREST IN ROUNDS
Round Dance lessons in the Erie
Pennsylvania area have started with the
biggest group ever, 56 couples.
Bob & Lorrie Morrison
Erie, PA
MYRTLE BEACH SQUARE DANCE
For that perfect touch to your summer
vacation, North and South Carolina
square dancers extend a "BIG Southern" invitation to join their September
"Fun in the Sun" and Happy Dancing
on the beautiful Grand Strand of Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina. The event is the
7th Annual Myrtle Beach Square and
Round Dance Festival and will be held
on September 16, 17, and 18, 1976, at
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no stops whatever. Second place was
taken by Tim Goggin with 7 hours even,
and third by Dave Goggin with 6 hours,
45 minutes. Dave Goggin is the father of
Peter and Tim. Gloria and Wade Driver
are the instructors for the Rhythm
Cloggers.
Judy Marquart
Houston, Texas
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RH-205 LAST OF THE OUTLAWS
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH-401 SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD
Flip Singing Call by Johnny Walter
RH-203 LIVING WITH THE SHADES PULLED DOWN
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH-204 SOMETIME GOODTIME SOMETIME BADTIME
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH-301 LOVE PUT A SONG IN MY HEART
Flip Singing Call by Bill Terrell
RH-101 SAGEBRUSH/RANCH HOUSE RAMBLE
RH-201 MOVIN' ON by Darryl McMillan
RH-202 SAN ANTONIO STROLL by Darryl McMillan
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Darryl L. McMullan
2439 E. 17th St. Panama City, FL 32401
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the Myrtle Beach Convention Center. A
full square and round dance program is
planned with squares by Pearlie Goss.
John Inabinet and Bobby Lepart and
rounds by Harold and Judy Hoover.
Special guest callers for the Thursday
and Friday programs are Harold
Thomas and Bob Ferrell. The Concord
Clusters of Concord, North Carolina,
will be the Host Club for the three-day
event. The multi-talented John Inabinet
will present the After Party entertainment on Friday.

PEOPLE, Continued
the Plaza of the Americas, Chicago, in
April, which resulted in a photo and
story of the dancers in the Chicago Daily
News.
A new son, James Michael, was born
to callers Bob and Lorrie Morrison of
Erie, Pennsylvania, on April 20, and it
didn't take him long to get a
microphone in his hand.

NEW OFFICER TEAM
The new presidents of the Associated
Square Dance Clubs of Utah, the state
association, are Dennis F. Knight and
Annabel L. Byrd.
The association has four districts: the
Ogden Area Association, Tri-Valley
Association, Eastern Utah Association
and Southern Utah Association.
In the news release is included the
statement: "Neither Dennis nor Annabel is president of the ASDCU, the team
of Dennis and Annabel is president."

GRENN
G R 14232
UNTIL THE STARS FALL
Waltz by John & Shari Helms
SO LONG JOE
by Gordon & Thelma Meisel
GR 14233
SNOW FLOWER
Waltz by Clancy & Betty Mueller
SAFARI TANGO
by Ken & Viola Zufelt
GR 12154
CAROLINA MOONSHINER
Flip Square by Dick Bayer

TOP
TOP 25328
THE AMERICAN WAY
Flip Square by Paul Hartman

NEW BOOK
"QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR
RECREATIONAL GROUPS
by Jack & Helen Todd
Callers and Teachers — this is for you!
Simple dance programs for dancers of
all ages. Use this book to attract new
people to square dancing.
P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210
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AL BRUNDAGE

DEUCE WILLIAMS

EARL JOHNSTON

combine their abilities and experience to bring you

DANCER'S

NEWS in NOTES

A bi-monthly newsletter containing complete descriptions and dancing instructions
of the new movements introduced to the activity during the prior two months. Keep
abreast of the current choreography and create a valuable reference library.

CALLER'S

NEWS in NOTES

A MONTHLY note service of the highest caliber. Eight pages of current material
plus four pages of advanced movements (optional) each month. A "must" for the
progressive caller.
MAIL $1.00 for SAMPLE COPY of either DANCER'S OR CALLER'S NEWS 'N
NOTES OR YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS $10.00 for DANCER'S NOTES, $18.00 for
CALLER'S NOTES.
Make checks payable to News 'n Notes and mall to PO Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066
Pat. No. 3,708,005
SQUARE DANCERS' LUGGAGE
Uniquely Designed for
Crinolines and Accessories
Soft Durable Vinyl
$25.95
Sm
18"
Cir. 48" Ht
PETTI-PURSE
Med.
127.95
Cir. 54" Ht 20"
$29.95
Lg.
Cir. 80" Ht 21"
Top Cover:
See-thru, snap-in lid
Front pocket: For
complete change of
lingerie
Beck pocket: (Vinyl
lined) Accommodates one or more
pairs of shoes and
nylons.
Colorful cloth lining
To Insert petticoat:
Reach thru slot in
bottom, grasp by
waistband and pull
into bag. Bottom
closes with clasp.
To determine size;
Collect bottom tier
of crinoline snugly
with measuring tape

$18.00
Sm.
Fits up to Sz. 9 boot
Ht. 16"
$19.00
Lg.
Fits 9-13; Ht. 17"
$21.00
Size 14
Custom-made; Ht.
Custom-made; 18"
Vinyl lined interior
has two large pockets for socks, etc.
Ventilators in sides
Room for boot care
kit

MATCHING
BOOT BAG

When Ordering:
State Size & first and second choice of color.
Send check or money order (Arizonans add 5% Sales Tax).
Shipping charges $1.95 per item (Alaska, Hawaii, foreign countries $4.95)
Please allow up to 30 days delivery.
Clubs & Dealers Write for Discount Prices.

COLORS: Navajo white, Beige, Red, Maroon, Navy, Blue, Brown, Green. Boot-Bag available In Saddle Tan
or Rawhide. Shades and textures may vary slightly.

DART SPECIALTIES 6810 So. Central Phoenix AZ 85040 602-276-1303
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Best Club Trick
ca 4'

TEXAS CIRCULATORS— A MOST UNIQUE CLUB

BERNICE SCHNERR
CIRCULATORS

Possibly the only club of its kind in
Texas is one in Austin organized in
February 1975 and known as the Texas
Circulators. Its members, who have no
caller nor dance site, are dancers from
fifteen different clubs in the Central
Texas area. Twice a month the group
visits a local and an out-of-town club
just because its members are fond of
''circulating".
In its first year the club visited all the
Austin Square and Round Dance
Association clubs once and made
several trips to neighboring towns for
special dances. Members, who must
belong to a square dance club in one of
the state's seventeen districts, do not
miss their own regular club nights if a
visitation is scheduled; notices of dance
dates are published in the ASRDA's
newspaper Round the Capital Square.
Few business meetings are held, but
the club constitution required that "one
be held after the first six months to see
if members were interested in continuing the club".
Interested they are, for membership
has grown from 17 couples to 31.
The club's outfits are red and white (no
68

two alike!) to match the red and white
circular badge. Though the club has its
own banner, it does not steal any. To
promote visitation among non-members, the Circulators sponsor a threemonths' visitation to five area clubs and
present the dancers making the effort a
miniature Circulator fun badge, as
shown on this page. A full size
name-type badge is also shown.
Because of the friendly reception given
the Circulators, they are planning to
host a free dance to show their
appreciation to all the clubs and their
callers who have hosted their visits.
How to earn a circulator traveling
badge:
1. Visit five ASRDC clubs in a
three-months' period.
2. Get the signature of a club officer.
3. Turn in completed form to a
Circulator whose club members will
visit your club-to present your traveling
badge.
4. This award recognizes and encourages visits.
5. Visits must be only on regular dance
night— no special dances, nor anniversaries or graduations, nor for stealing or
retrieving banners, nor as a club to
advertise own events.

SINGING CALLS
by Don Hanhurst
With the summer season in full swing,
the new record releases have taken their
annual "slow down." There were only
fifteen new releases this month. It
might be a good time to dig out some of
the great "oldies" and give some of the
newer dancers a treat.
ONE MORE HILL TO CLIMB— Kalox
1190; Caller: Vaughn Parrish
When the great choreographic talents of
Vaughn Parrish and the fine musical
talents of Kalox combine, it is usually a
winning combination. This newest
Kalox is no exception. The music is
really danceable and the traffic pattern
is outstanding. The intro is even
different from the usual, and was
delightful to dance. We think dancers as
well as callers will enjoy this one. Our
hats off to Vaughn and Kalox for their
continuing fine recording. FIGURE:
Heads square thru three-quarters,
separate round one to a line, center four
square thru, ends slide thru, swing
thru, two girls trade, swing that man,
left allemande, promenade.
WHISTLE AND BLOW YOUR BLUES
AWAY— Dance Ranch 633; Frank Lane
A very danceable record that employs
Grand Parade in the middle break.
Frank's reputation as a master of
flowing unusual figures is enhanced by
the fine figure ne has written for this
new Dance Ranch record. Dancers
really enjoyed this pattern and flow.
FIGURE: Four ladies chain, head
couples curlique, boys run right, eight
chain two, spin chain thru, girls
circulate two places, box the gnat, pull
by. swing corner, allemande, promenade.
THE SNOW— Kalox 1189
Caller: C.O. Guest
With a musical arrangement reminiscent of "Ghost Riders In The Sky, Kalox comes out with another great

sound and gives us a nice change of
pace. Figure is easily handled by those
with a basic knowledge of Ferris Wheel.
FIGURE: Heads lead right and circle to
a line, slide thru, swing thru, boys run
right, ferris wheel, centers pass thru,
square thru three-quarters, swing corner. promenade.
IF I HAD TO DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN,
I'D DO IT WITH YOU— Square Tunes
171; Caller: Bob Fisk
ThiS• is truly great music and a good
take-off on the currently popular
country western song of the same title.
Bob's calls are clear and use a nice
flowing partner trade and a quarter
more and right and left grand in the
figure. We did fine the timing bad when
eight beats were allowed for a curlique.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, curlique,
split circulate, scoot back, walk and
dodge, partner trade and roll, grand
right and left, do-sa-do, promenade.
CAROLINA COUNTRY MORNING—
Thunderbird 143; Caller: Bobby Keefe
Good music with a figure that is
pleasant. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half, lead right and do-sa-do, circle
four, heads break to a line, pass thru,
tag the line, face in, box the gnat,
square thru, swing corner, promenade.
SEND ME THE PILLOW THAT YOU
DREAM ON— FTC 32016; Bob Cone
The instrumental side has above
average country western sound. It
seems to be recorded on the fast side.
We enjoyed dancing it slowed down 3
rpm or so. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half, down the middle square thru,
do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run right,
half tag, trade and roll, pass thru, trade
by, swing corner, promenade.
SOMETHING BETTER TO DO— MacGregor 2190; Caller: Dan Fultord
This record has a rhythm beat similar to
"Summer Sounds," and a nice use of
girls cross run to a left allemande in the
figure. FIGURE: Heads square thru,
corner do-sa-do to a wave, scoot back,
swing thru, girls cross run, left
allemande. walk by one, swing the next,
promenade.
NEVER LEAVE AGAIN— Blue Star
2024; Caller: Al Brownlee
The instrumental side has good Blue
69

Star music. FIGURE: Heads square
thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, girls trade,
boys trade, boys run, wheel and deal,
dive thru. square thru three-quarters,
swing corner, promenade.

thru, corner do-sa-do, swing thru, boys
run right, half tag the line, face right,
box the gnat, square thru threequarters, left allemande and promenade.

SUSAN WHEN SHE TRIED— Thunderbird 144; Caller: Bobby Keefe
The figure uses hall tag and lace
right. Some dancers who have done so
much hall tag, trade and roll in singing
calls lately will find they are jumping
the gun at first. FIGURE: Heads square

KANSAS CITY SONG— MacGregor
2189; Caller: Chuck Acelin
FIGURE: Heads square thru, corner
lady do-sa-do, curlique, split circulate.
boys run right, right and left thru,
flutter wheel, slide thru, swing, promenade.
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ARIZONA
DO SI DO DUDS 1602-849-35081
1829 N 66th Drive
Phoenix AZ 85035
CHEZ BEA tor square and
round dancing CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128 St., (759-8131)
No Miami, FL 33161

GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd (404-455-1265)
Doraville. GA 30340
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed

ILLINOIS
THE MAREX CO.
506'2 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, IL 61820
Novelty & Accessory Catalog
OBIE'S WESTERN & SID FASHIONS
614 South Lake (Rt. 45)
Mundelein, IL 60060

CLOTHING
JERSEY
The Corral. John Pedersen. Jr
41 Cooper Ave.
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
SID Apparel and Accessories

KENTUCKY
Preslar's Western Shop. Inc
3111 S. 4 St.
Louisville. KY 40214
All S/0 Supplies. Newcombs & Mikes
SHOOT'N STAR
1115 Dupont Circle
Louisville, KY 40207
We sell everything for the square dancer'

MAINE
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP
584 Main St
South Portland. Maine 04106
Large Selection of S/D Items

MARYLAND

INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6313-6315 Rockville Road
Indianapolis. IN 46224
Records Shipped Same Day

DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd
Odenton. MD 21113

IOWA

RUTHAD (313-841-05861
8869 Avis
Detroit. MI 48209
Prettier, perkier. petticoats. pantalettes

MABON'S COUNTRY STORE
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N)
Waterloo, IA 50701 (319-234-3327)
Everything for Callers/Dancers

KANSAS
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594)
Wichita. KS 67213
Everything for the Square Dancer
DIXIE'S DANCING DUDS
10912 W 74th (631-44451
Shawnee. KS 66061
Apparel for Square & Round Dancers
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MICHIGAN

ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Hasiett Road
Haslett MI 48840
The Place Designed with People in Mind

NEW MEXICO
Holly's Square Dance Shop
2505 Jefferson NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
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the middle curlique, boys run, square
thru three-quarters, trade by, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys trade, turn thru, left
allemande, promenade.

UNDER YOUR SPELL — Rocking A
1365; Caller: Allie Morvent
We find flutter wheel from a box to be
uncomfortable especially in crowded
halls. FIGURE: Heads square thru, face
sides, do-sa-do to a wave, recycle, right
and left thru. ladies flutter wheel, pass
to the center, square thru threequarters. swing, promenade.

PATTER RECORDS:

PAMELA/HONEYTOAST — Hi Hat
631: The "Pamela" sides has a good
strong off-beat and a rhythm easy to
work with. The "Honeytoast" side has
been done on Hi Hat and is not as easily
adaptable to patter calling.

WALKING OVER YONDER— Rocking
A 1366; Caller: Doyce Massey
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, down

Continued on Page 88
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PENNSYLVANIA
MAREA'S Western Wear & Records
3749 Zimmerly Road
Cor. Love & Zimmerly
Erie. PA 16506
MARY'S BOUTIQUE
The Square Dance Shop
2715 Hershey Rd.. Erie PA 16509
Erie & Surrounding Area's Newest Shop

NEW YORK
IRONDASquare Dance Shoppe
759 Washington Ave (266-57201
Irondequoit. Rochester. NY
Everything for the Square Dancer'
SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE
Rte. 9-D
Hughsonville, NY 12537
Send 50d for 8-page catalog
Donohue's Dancing Duds
205 Lincoln St
Scotia. NY 12302
Have Dudsmobile, Will Travel!

SOUTH CAROLINA
Marty's Square Dance Fashions
404 Cherokee Drive
Greenville, SC 29607
S/D Clothing for Men & Women

DO-PASO
203 Vermont St.
Buffalo. NY 14213
Phone Orders 1-716-885-9473
Catalog Available

McKesson Western Shop
211 Stallsville Rd.
Summerville. SC 29483
5/D Apparel & Centennial Dresses

SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So. Main Street (668-2644)
Central Square. NY 13036
Western Store & Gilt Center
S/D Headquarters
NORTH CAROLINA
B & D WESTERN SHOP
2117 Highway 64 — 70 Southwest
Hickory. NC 28601
Everything A Square Dancer Needs
OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron. Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer

TENNESSEE
THE DO-DI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosley Rd.
Memphis. TN 38116
Send for Free Catalog
DOUBLE 0 RANCHVVEAR
1460 National
Memphis. Tennessee 38122
Will ship records and clothing.
Nick's Western Shop
245 E. Market & Cherokee
Kingsport. TN 37660
Phone Orders' 1-615-245-6221
TEXAS
FAWCETT'S Square Dance Shop
412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr. TX 78577 (512-787-1116)
Everything for the Square Dancer

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave. (216-835-0354)
Cleveland. Ohio 44111
Dancer's Shopping Delight
PROMENADE SHOP
177 Burlington Rd (286-5805)
Jackson. Ohio 45640
Mail Orders Welcome
SQUARE TOGS
11757 U.S. 42
Sharonville. Ohio 45241
Records Available. Too'
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VERMONT
BAR-W ORIGINALS
Rte. 15A East (888-4028)
Morrisville. VT 05661
Also. Ski Hats & Sweaters
WEST VIRGINIA
BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR
Route 3. Meadowdale
Fairmont. West Virginia 26554
Complete Line for Square Dancers
•
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FASHIONS by MR. PHILLIPS INC.
P.O. Box 3599, Cranston, R.I. 0291 0

NEW
BEAUTIFUL
EMBROIDERED
TOTE TOWELS
ALL COLORS

HOME OF THE SOFT NYLON

TOTE BAGS
SMALL
LARGE
SHOULDER
ALL COLORS

5/4

PETTICOAT

VERY, VERY FULL — Show off

— Your

Bouffant Skirts—
A Triple Tiered Nylon

CINCH BELTS
S-M-L-XL
ALL COLORS
2 Pc. Skirt

PETT I PANTS
SISSY
MID THIGH

Matching
Blouse Sets
Skirt Lengths
Blouse Sizes
S-M-L-XL

LONG LEG
ALL NYLON TRICOT

White/white, white/multi, sand, orchid, sunny
beige, light blue, melon, mint. red, pink, black,
brown, lemon, aqua, turquoise, sapphire blue, gold
and silver.

MATCHING PANTALETTES
MASTER CHARGE & BANKAMERICARD ACCEPTED
Send for Price List

For UPS add charges $1.50

places
to an

i•
. - - - --,

cp. cc.]

.

SILVER DOLLAR CITY'S 3rd Annual S/[
Weekend, Saturday & Sunday, Sept. 11-12
featuring Singing Sam Mitchell. For information
oo6
rt56
on1,6•Group Coordinator, Silve
riitlear SrtynymH
po
w

,
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KALYUMET PARK CAMPGROUND.near Clarion,
Pennsylvania, oft 1-80; features weekends for
square dancers. NAME callers, May through Oct.
Write John Hillard, Kalyumet Park Campground,
RD 1, Lucinda PA 16235.

ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance week
ends — Spring and Fall; National Callers; a
Interlaken Resort Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsir
WRITE: Bill & Jacque Blevins, 1257 Frankll
Lane, Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60090.

FIVE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Fun Fest.
Accent on Rounds with Squares, Rebel Roundup.
Swap Shop & Jubilee. Write Fontana Village
Resort. Fontana Dam. North Carolina 28733.

8th Annual SEPTEMBERFEST. Sept. 18-25
1976, Two air-conditioned Halls at Kentucky
Village State Park. Bob Wickers, Frank Bedell
Stan Burdick. Betty & Clancy Mueller. Write Sid
Jobs, Rt. 6 Box 238A, Murray, KY 42071.

Washington State 8th Annual Leadership Seminar.
July 9-11, 1976, Central Washington State College.
Ellensburg, Wash. Featured speaker: Bill Peters.
Nrite Ray & Millie Amundson. 3615 Sunset Way.
_ongview WA 98632.

SPRING GULCH CAMPGROUND AND S/D BAR!'
in Pennsylvania Amish Country, New Holland. P1
features Square/Round Dance Weekends Spring
Summer & Fall: National Callers. Write Sprint
Gulch. RD2, New Holland PA 17557 717-354-9692

20th LABOR DAY JAMBOREE, Conneaut Lake
Park, Pennsylvania; Sept. 3,4,5,6; Chuck Stinchcomb, Ron Schneider, Dick Bayer, Ray & Bea
Dowdy. Write Kon Yacht Kickers, Box 121.
Meadville PA 16335.

7th Ann. S&R /D Festival, Convention Center
Myrtle Beach, S.C.: Sept. 16-18; Pearlie Goss, Johi
Inabinet, Bobby Lepard, Harold & Judy Hoover
Harold Thomas, Bob Ferrell.WrIle Ardle Banker
5139 Robinwood Dr.. Charlotte NC 28212.
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FEELIN' BLUE— Hi Hat 948
Choreography by Nine & Charlie Ward
Good "Am I Blue" music with an easyintermediate two step with a "change
point."

by Frank & Phyl Lehnert

OVER THE RAINBOW— Telemark 912
Choreo by Harvey & Noriene Wiese
Good music and a good fox trot
three-part routine with a few easy
international steps.

ROUND DANCES

MANUELA— Roper 145
Choreography by Charlie & Nina Ward
Very pretty music and a good solid
intermediate waltz with some interesting variations.
TRACES— UA X 10126
Choreo by Tom & Anna Marie Rife
Popular music with Dennis Yost and the
Classics IV; slow, controlled, intermediate two step.
LOW DOWN BLUES— HI2299
Choreography by P.J. & Toni Martin
Mean low-down Ace Cannon music and
a cute easy-intermediate fun-to-do two
step.
RHUMBA TROPICAL — Roper 116
Choreo by Clas & Alida Lugenbuhl
Good music (-Venda Tropical") and a
good challenging rhumba with a long
but interesting sequence.
HONKY TONK QUICKSTEP— Grenn
14227; Choreography by John Kronholm
A fast-moving intermediate routine to
good "Tavern In The Town" music.

TOO MANY RIVERS— MCA 60088
Choreography by Dave & Shirley Fleck
Good music with a Brenda Lee vocal;
slightly different and interesting
intermediate-to-intermediate-plus two
step.
ANN'S SONG— Chaparral 601
Choreography by John & Wanda Winter
Easy-intermediate waltz routine with
thin but pleasant music. Flip side is
cued by John.
EVERYWHERE YOU GO— Hi Hat 949
Choreography by Tom & Loveday Newby
Delightfully light music: unusual highintermediate two step.
TEARS AND ROSES— Hi Hat 949
Choreo by Wayne & Norma Wylie
Repress of "If Tears Were Roses" with
new choreography; solid intermediate
two step with a few new wrinkles.

CORNSILK— Grenn 14227
Choreo by Fred & Hazel Christopher
Easy-going intermediate two step:
slightly different music and choreography.
PRETTY EYES— Hi Hat 948
Choreography by John & Shari Helms
Slow easy-going easy waltz to good
"Brown Eyes" music.

liliAsor Rem*
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5068 HEARTACHES by Al Stevens
5067 THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND by Warren Rowles
5066 THIS IS MY COUNTRY by Marlin Hull
5065 THIS IS MY YEAR FOR MEXICO by Nelson Watkins
5064 MELODY OF LOVE by Dick Parrish
5063 COTTON PICKIN' DELTA TOWN by Bob Parrish
5062 MAMMY SONG by Marlin Hull
5061 MISTY by Nelson Watkins
5060 STOP MY LOVIN' YOU by by Al Stevens
DistribL:ted by Corsair Continental & Twelgrenn

Produced by Shelby Dawson,
334 Annapolis Dr., Claremont, CA 91711
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Badges
ARMETA — Dept. B
Original Fun Club Badges
PO Box 22221
Milwaukie. OR 97222
Free List on Request
CENTURY CLUB
Merit badge of distinction. Join today
P.O. Box 57
Westfield, MA 01085
Cost: $1.25
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original
Washington Knotheads
P.O. Box 245
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
LLORRY'S
1852 S. Reed St. (303-986-6446)
Lakewood, CO 80226
Activity & Club Badges
LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE
Tom Curto & Sons
Box 71
Ludlow, MA 01056
THE MAREX COMPANY
5061/2 W. Columbus Ave.
Champaign, IL 61820
Largest selection — Fun & Club Badges
FREE CATALOGUE
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
316 Brockton Road (567-1321)
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20021
Free Fun Badge Catalog
PAULY'S (715-845-3979 I
P.O. Box 72
Wausau, WI 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
Design or Yours — Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus, OH 43219
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
288 NE 47th Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Chuck Leamon, caller & owner.
Send for free flyer
G5 ENGRAVING
2124 Graham Avenue
Utica, NY 13502
Phone: (315) 735-4635
Custom Club Badges
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Ontario— Summer dancing at ''The
Barn", Port Elgin, every Saturday, July
3-Sept. 4; Write Stu Robertson, 589
Sharalin Ct., Burlington Ont. (634-4548)
campground adjacent.
Colorado— 4th Ann. July Jubilee, July
3-4; Bud Bennett, Rudy Parks; Buena
Vista. Contact Boyce Cook, Box 00,
Buena Vista Co 81211.
Georgia— Just For Fun Week, Jekyll
Island; July 6-10; Cal Golden, Dick
Barker, Charlie & Madeline Lovelace.
Write J.B. & Pat Dill, 2113 Egret St.,
Brunswick Ga 31520.
Idaho— Funstitute 1976, McCall; July
9-10. Write Larry & Irene Staack, 3201
N. 39th, Boise ID 83703.
Washington— 8th Ann. Leadership
Seminar, July 9-11, Central Wash. State
College, Ellensburg; Keynote speaker:
Bill Peters. Write Millie Amundson,
3615 Sunset Way, Longview, WA
98632.
Ohio— Tip Top Twirl, Hiram College,
Hiram; July 9-11; Al Brundage, Gary
Brown, Carl & Pat Smith, Freda & Ken
Sullivan. Write Tom & Pauline Burns,
1134 Tweed Dr., Akron OH 44319.
South Dakota— S/D Campout, Gavins
Point Dam, Yankton, July 9-11. Write
Jerry Junck, RR1, Box 91, Carroll NE
68723.
Pennsylvania— Kalyumet Park Campground, July 9-11, Ramon Marsch, Bob
& Lucille Wible. Write Kalyumet Park.
RD1. Lucinda PA 16235.
Alberta— Calgary Stampede, July 9-11.
Write Glenn Platts. 5319 Valiant Dr.,
Calgary AL T3A 0Y9.
Oklahoma— Pistol Pete's Place, OK
State Univ. Student Union, Stillwater;
July 10-11; Don & Pet Ashworth. Jim &
Dorothy Booton. Homer & Vera Todd.
Write P. Ashworth. 1301 E. Oklahoma,
Enid OK 73701.

1
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Colorado - Advanced-level weekend,
July 10-11; Bud Bennett, Dave Kenney,
Dean Salveson. Write Jan Kenney,
10825 W. 32nd Ave., Wheatridge CO
80033.
Iowa - NSDCA Camporee, State Fairgrounds, Des Moines; July 13-15. Write
Steve & Betty Dann, 6408 Sunset Ter.,
Des Moines IA 50311.
Maryland - 13th Star Spangled Banner
Festival, Hunt Valley Inn, Cockeysville;
July 15-17; Ed Fraidenburg, Kip
Garvey, Keith Gulley, Lee Kopman, Art
Springer, Ron & Carolyn Hanky, Frank
& Phyllis Lehnert. Write Manny & Ruth
Steinberg, 4200 Fallstaff Rd., Baltimore
MD 21215.
Oregon - State S & R/ D Festival,
Portland; July 15-17; Bill Peters, Mike
Sikorsky, Tom & Jean Cahoes. Write Ed
& Mary Warmoth, 23585 NW Jacobson
Rd. #41, Hillsboro, OR 97123.
North Carolina - R/D Clinic, July
16-18; Durham Civic Center, Durham;
Eddie & Audrey Palmquist. Write Ruth
Jewell, 2725 Rothgeb Dr., Raleigh NC
27609.
Pennsylvania - Weekend Festival,
Pittsburgh Ramada Inn; July 16-18;
Ken Bower, Singin' Sam Mitchell,
Eberharts. Write Mitchell Ent., 219 E.
Society Dr., Holiday, FL 33589.
Indiana - Potawatomi Inn, Pokagon St.
Park, Angola; July 16-18; Max Forsyth,
Bill Peterson, Clancy & Betty Mueller.
Write Bill & Cathi Peterson, 30230
Oakview, Livonia MI 48154.
Michigan - Bicentennial Square Dance,
July 17; L.C. Walker Arena, Muskegon;
Yikes Cameron. Write John & Donna
Haga, 2450 Garfield Rd., New Era MI
49446.
Indiana - R/D Leader School, Turkey
Run Inn, Marshall; July 18-23; Clancy &
Betty Mueller, Frank & Phyl Lehnert.
Write Max Forsyth, 3201 E. Tulip Dr.,
Indianapolis IN 46227.
Michigan - Fun Roundup, July 23-25,
Indian Valley Campground, Grand
Rapids; Ted Shaw, Rip Riskpy, The
Eberharts. Write Ted Shaw, 1018
Michigan St., Brighton MI 48116.
North Carolina - Holiday Jubilee, July
23. 24; Boone; Fred Keller, Allen
Tipton, Jim Harlow, Max & Nancy
Nosker. Write Fred Keller, Rt. 9, Box
30. Lexington NC 27292.
Continued on Page 84

S/D Products
BICENTENNIAL TWO FOR ONE SPECIAL!
(Except 100-sheet Orders)
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965): Five-color
eye-catching seals on your correspondence are ar
invitation to square dancing. Order from Bill Craw.
ford, Box 18442, Memphis TN 38118. Samples or
request. Two sheets (50 ea.)-50g; 6 sheets-$1; 2(
sheets-$3; 40-$5. Special discount on large orders.
Write for details and sample.
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write: PO Box 184, Wenham, MA01984
Call: 617-468-2533
SQUARE DANCE T-SHIRTS: "Swing Your Part•
ner" with Silhouette of Couple Swinging. S(34-36],
M[38-40], L[42-44]; white, light blue, red. Send
$3.50 +$1. pstg. to E. Meyers, 7 Jones St., New
York, NY 10014.
C.,eie & 1310k I pronn.01
1 3Lucian Street
Manchester, Cann,
0613.1a
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SQUARE DANCE LABELS with dancing couple:
500 for $2.25. Order from Square Specialties, Box
1065, Manchester, CT 06040.
GREETING CARDS FOR
DANCERS
GET WELL-BIRTHDAY-GENERAL
$2.50/ Box of 12, plus 2% tax in Indiana. Please
specify all Get-well or assortment. Order from.
CADOBRAND, 3002 Schaper, Ft. Wayne, IN.
BICENTENNIAL Bola Tle and Belt Buckles $8.00 pp; Shoes; Stationary; Petticoats; Pettipants;
Square dance SEALS and DECALS; "Kernel" tie
kit, instructions and clips, $1.35pp. Write for
brochure. C & J WESTERN WEAR, PO Box 178,
Norge VA 23127.
NEWCOMB LINE IS REALLY NEW - HEAR 11
AT HALLENBECK & RILEY, 1147 Central Ave.,
Albany NY 12205. 1518-459-3550].

',earls

MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION: "The
Fundamentals of Square Dancing" (SIO Label)
Level 1: Level 2: Level 3. Write for descriptive
literature to Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru. Whittier, CA
90605.
THE RUFF/MURTHA PARTY LEVEL / ALBUM:
9 Fun & Easy Dances for all grades and ages
4 Circle Mixers, 2 Singing Calls, 2 Contras and 1
Quadrille. Use this album with Level 1 (SIC
LP6001); dances give practice on the 35 movements
TAUGHT IN Level 1. Order "The Fundamentals of
Square Dancing. Party Series," SIO LP 6501, called
by Bob Ruff & Jack Murtha. produced by
SIOASDS. $5.95 from Bob Rut f, 8459 Edmaru Ave.,
Whittier. CA 90605.
THESE BOOTS WERE MADE FOR DANCING
Album featuring eight Red Boot Recording Stars:
Don Williamson, Ralph Silvius, Bill Volner, Stan
Silver,
ur
Ted Frye,
Bob Vinyard. Order from this magazine. $5.00

_ .. .

.

___ ___ Richard
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Books
SET-UP AND GET-OUT:
A manual to help callers
create original choreography with infinite variations. $6 ppd. Order from
Will Orlich. PO Box 8577,
Bradenton, FL 33505.

...%)Q0.0.'IN 04. t. OP 'C.

LOGICAL TEACHING OF S/D BASICS: A method
of teaching S/D basics giving thought provoking,
different, interesting teaching ideas. Order from
Bill Cooper. 1035 Henley Rd Mississauga. Ont.
Can. L4Y 1C8. $10.00.
Directory of Singles Square Dance Clubs: Compiled
especially for Single Dancers by Single Square
Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists Singles Clubs
throughout the USA, their places of dance, the day
of the week and a telephone contact number. Price:
$1.00. Quantity discount to clubs and associations.
Send order to: Yellowrock Book, c/o Harold Huber,
4445 Ferndale Ave., Memphis, TN 38122.

STEP-CLOSE-STEPROUND DANCE BASICS: (78
exercises) $3.50 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven
course, dance positions, R/D terminology, mixers,
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order
from Frank Lehnert. 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo.
Ohio 43611.

DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by
mail. Abbreviations. Positions, Symbols & Terms
written in easy-to-understand words. Order from
Betty & Clancy Mueller. 112 Hollybrook Dr., New
Whiteland IN 46184.

AFTER PARTY FUN: $2.75 plus 254 mailing.
Contains two books combined into one. with new
material that will put life into your club or festival.
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star
Harbor. Malakoff. Texas 54148.

SQUARE DANCE CHRISTMAS PRESENT: A Trip
to the Bahamas, Dec. 6-10, 1976, with Jerry Cope,
Bill McVey, and Buddy Allison aboard the Flavia,
an Italian ship. Full package, including square
dancing. from $210-260 per person, includes four
days and four nights aboard ship and all meals
(about 6 a day!). Excursions to Nassau and
Freeport can be arranged from the ship for rates
from $4 up. Full info: Becky Cope, Box 204, Dept.
SB, Dillard GA 30537.

SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by Bill
Burleson; $5.00: Rapid, comprehensive reference
for nearly 2000 S /D movements. Results of 10-year
survey. Supplements available 3 times a year.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing
by Bill Burleson, $3.00. 80 pages. 130 movements;
a must for every dancer. Order from Bill Burleson,
2565 Fox Ave., Minerva. Ohio 44657.
The Square Dancer's Handbook of Skits. Stunts.
Games & Gimmicks can add new zest to your
dances and after-parties with complete directions
for FUN ACTIVITIES for the dancing season &
summer campouts. Order from Russ Hansen, Rt.1,
Denver. IA 50622. $3.50 (Ppd. U.S. & Canada)
300+ COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU EQUIVALENTS AND THEIR USES — Eight chapters with
many examples. Resolve ocean waves. zero out
routes, box and trade by set-ups. price $7.50.
Jim Gammalo, 228 W 6th, Garnett, KS 66032.
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade Guide
to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID
Callers Association. Cost $2 00 + 25¢ handling.
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger. 136 N.
McCord Rd.. Toledo. OH 43615.
TRAVELERS CLUB
Dance with 100 Clubs
Send for signature record book
$1.50 each & 254 postage & handling.
Write: RR 1, Box 9. Mulberry, IN 46058
ATTENTION— CLUB & ASSOCIATION LEADERS
Concerned with the definition and clarification of
Dance Levels and Standardization — 100 page
Treatise. SQUARE DANCE LEVELS:' in process
— Target Date — 1976 Watch for future
announcements.
THE 1976 TOP TEN — featuring illustrated
choreoanalysis of the top ten commands of the
year. Definitions of. 100 most-used Mainstream
basics. 100 most interesting new moves of
1975. 100 basic moves of Challenge Dancing. Sight
Calling Breakthrough — Guaranteed Get-la,ts
using unsymmetric choreography Order from BILL
DAVIS. 180 N. Castanya, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
S4. Also supplements $5 per year
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Notes

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
180 N. Castanya Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
Rt. 1— Box 187
Maple Plain. MN 55359
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith
3510 Denver Street
Memphis. TN 38127
NOTES FOR CALLERS $13.00 per yr.
Jack Lasry
19010 N.W. 11th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33169
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT
Willard Orlich
P.O. Box 8577. Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton, FL 33505
SID ASSOC. of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Ted Wegener
16404 Ardath Avenue
Gardena. CA 90247
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE
John & Evelyn Strong
750 Inglewood Street
Salinas. CA 93901
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
25 Elmwood Avenue
Willowdale, Ontario. Canada

• Record•

DEALERS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
PO Box 2154
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
Dancer accessories, caller equipment
CALIFORNIA
Nancy Seeley's Records for Dancing
PO Box 1390
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
Robertson Dance Supplies
3600 33rd Ave.
Sacramento, CA 95824
GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Road
Doraville, GA 30340
ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago, IL 60639

MISSOURI
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE
1908 Edgemont
Arnold MO 63010
NORTH CAROLINA
Raybuck Record Service & Callers Supply
Route 1. Box 212
Advance, NC 27006
NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
10 Fenwick St.
Newark. NJ 07114
OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron. Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo. Ohio 43609
WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES
1006 Southcenter Shop. Ctr. [98188)
or 750 Northgate Mall. Seattle [98125]
EVERYTHING for the square dancer!
TEXAS
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records
Box 17688 — 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas, TX 75217
214-398-7508

Jane's Record Service [312-823-5631]
PO Box 538
Park Ridge, IL 60068
Formerly Edwards Record Service
INDIANA
Whirlaway News & Records
CALLERS DREAM
13261 Chippewa Blvd.
Mishawaka, IN 46544
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
10 Second Street
Hallowell ME 04347
MASSACHUSETTS
SUE'S
US Rt. 1
Topsfield MA 01983
MINNESOTA
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
150 Myrman 612-457-4217
W. St. Paul, MN 55118
Fast, Friendly & Reliable Service

•Record•
DISTRIBUTORS
OHIO
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
PO Box 16
Bath. Ohio
CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR CONTINENTAL CORP.
1433 E. Mission Blvd.
Pomona, CA 91766

J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E.
St. Paul. MN 55106
612-774-5732
PALOMINO SID SERVICE
2920 Washburn Circle [612-869-9501)
Minneapolis. MN 55423
MICHIGAN
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Road
Haslett, MI 48840
The Place Designed With People In Mind

Tapes
HANHURST'S Tape & Record Service
P.O. Box 3290
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12603
MONTHLY RECORD PREVIEWS
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JOHN KALTENTHALER

John Kaltenthaler hails from the village of Pocono Pines in the beautiful Pocono
Mountains of Pennsylvania where he, his wife Freddie and their four daughters
have lived for the last ten years. John began his dancing in the Poconos when as a
teenager he attended the weekly Saturday night dances. His first professional
calling engagement was in 1948 but it wasn't until his military service that John
really got with it. He called in Japan in '56 and then studied very hard before his
tour of duty in Europe (5 years). John has been president and training director of
several callers associations, member of the SIO Gold Ribbon Committee, the
Executive Committee of LEGACY and is currently the Executive Secretary of
CALLERLAB. He likes to keep the fun in square dancing as his calling attests.
SINGING CALLS:
Kindly Keep It Country— USA
Big Daddy— Grenn
Help Me Make It Through The Night—
Square Tunes
Merry-Go-Round Of Love— Wagon
Wheel
Paloma Blanca— Hi Hat
Bicentennial Silver Bell— Grenn
Love Bug Itch— Blue Star
Somebody Done Somebody Wrong
Song— Red Boot
Ain't Love A Good Thing— Red Boot
Sing Along— Grenn

e Driv

HOEDOWNS:
Crawdaddin'— Kalox
Kickin' It Up— Grenn
Jailhouse Jitters— Thunderbird
Something Else— MacGregor
Banjo Pluckin'— Wagon Wheel
Revere's Ride— Top
Fischer's Hornpipe— Blue Star
Shindig In The Barn— Wagon Wheel
Freddie's Fancy— Wagon Wheel

RR-101 YOU RING MY BELL by Wade Driver
RR-102 HELP YOURSELF TO ME by Pat Barbour
RR-103 HERE I AM IN DALLAS by Wade Driver
Pat Barbour
RR-104 ROCKY TOP by Wade Driver
RR-105 HONKY TONK SQUARE DANCE BLUES by Pat Barbour
RR-106 THE HAPPINESS OF HAVING YOU by Wade Driver

CIRCLE D RECORDS
CD-201 GOOD HEARTED WOMAN by Earl Arledge
CD-202 DON'T BELIEVE MY HEART CAN STAND ANOTHER YOU, J. Martin

RHYTHM RECORDS • 2615 Parana • Houston, Texas • 77055
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If you could only be in our boots and
slippers here at ASD headquarters,
you'd be overwhelmed by the red, white
and blue flyers, pins, stickers and area
square dance publications pouring onto
our desks from the mailbags representing every state in the U.S.A. Stars,
stripes, liberty bells, freedom logos,
colonial-flavored conventions — a wide
range of ideas and 200th Birthday
events that simply makes a body stand
up and SALUTE — yes, salute the
ingenuity displayed by square dance
innovators everywhere! It's literally a
Bicentennial Bombshell, and the square
dance programs are bound to benefit
from it. Roll the drums. Raise the flag.
Keep up that massive charge forward,
quite properly tying a great activity with
a great country.

*
American
Bicentennial
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P.O.BOX 8134 CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412 512-853-3931

For a Petticoat that really STANDS OLT in a crowd
Insist on a JACQUE'S ORIGINAL!
See what a difference 100% nylon marquisette makes
in the way you look and feel
FEATURING
Cotton Batiste Top
Four Full Tiers
Full Color Range
Prompt Delivery
Satisfaction Guaranteed

FIVE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS FULL-TIME OPERATION AND THOUSANDS UPON
THOUSANDS OF PETTICOATS WORN BY DANCERS COAST TO COAST - THIS IS
OUR BEST TESTIMONIAL

When ordering, measure 1" shorter than skirt length. State waist size.
30 yard sweep
$12.95
50 yard sweep
$18.95
Pettipants — Fashioned of the finest batiste, frosted with row upon row of nylon lace,
add the finishing touch to your Square Dance Wardrobe.
Mid-thigh

$8.00

Knee-length

$8.50
Complete color range available — Indicate Small, Medium, Large

Add $1.50 each on petticoats and 75t each on pettipants to cover shipping and
handling. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
SAVINGS — $1.00 discount each on orders of 6 or more.

Manufactured by Square Dancers for Square Dancers!
Dealers Nationwide - — — — — Inquiries Invited
8U
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SQUARE DANCE APPAREL MANUFACTURING AND DESIGN
FEATURING
Complete Size Range
Finest material
available
Lined bodice
Completely washable
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

S43.95

Style No. 1776

For the truly "Revolutionary" look, consider our authentic Colonial Style Bicentennial frock. Royal blue bodice and puff
sleeves combined with a red and blue
eight-gored skirt. Front panel of red accented with wide white lace extending
down and around the skirt and at the
sleeves complete the theme.
Many styles to choose from.
When ordering, state normal dress
sire, waist and skirt length.
Add $1.50 postage and handling on
dress orders.
Write for FREE BROCHURE

S49.95
Shown with cap and scarf of white trim.

BICENTENNIAL PETTICOAT
Red — White — Blue
Features:
100% Nylon Marquisette
Three Layers (Outer blue,
middle white, inner red)
Four tiers in each layer
60 yards
White top (yoke)

S22.95

Manufactured by JACQUE'S ORIGINALS, INC. to the same exacting standards
and quality as our petticoats.
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EXPERIMENTAL BASIC

1

Track two surfaced as the number one choice on the Experimental list this month,
but since it just got chosen by Catlerlab (see page 24), we switched it to that
category.
MAINSTREAM
See List, p 30,
June, '75, or buy
"Mainstream 75"
book for $4 from
this magazine

CALLERLAB
APPROVED
EXPERIMENTALS
Recycle
Coordinate
Half tag, trade & roll
Ferris wheel
Pass the ocean
Chase right
Track Two

PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS
1 Chain Reaction
2. Spin Chain the Gears
3. Grand Parade
4. Destroy the Line
5. Checkmate
6. Ping Pong Circulate
7. Drift Around
8. Ah-So
9. Touch 1/4, 112, 3/4
10. Right On

The Red River Community House
Red River, New Mexico

SUMMER 1976
There's square dancing five nights
each week, Tuesday through Saturday nights. In the afternoons there
are club level workshops and basic
square dance classes. Troy Ray.
popular caller from Tulsa, Oklahoma. is in residence all summer for
your dancing pleasure. During the
evening programs there's folk dancing, round dancing and basic square
dancing between regular club level
tips.
For additional information write:

Troy Ray, Director
P.O. Box 213
Red River, New Mexico 87558

TROY RAY
Summer Caller in Residence

NO ADMISSION CHARGE for any activity at the Community House
All summer, June 1 — Labor Day, 1976
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Round Dance

ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS
I. Dance
2. Adoration Waltz
3 C'est Si Bon
4. Arrivederci Roma
5. Patricia
6. Charade '75
7. I'm Available
8. I Wanna Be
9. Singing the Blues
10. Domino

CLASSICS
1. Birth of the Blues
2. Feelin'
3. Dancing Shadows
4. Folsom Prison Blues
5. Spaghetti Rag
6. Tango Mannita
7. Moon Over Naples
8. Neopolitan Waltz
9. Lazy Quickstep
10 3 A.M.

SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS
1 Tips of My Fingers
2. Tic Toc
3. Walk Right Back
4. Waltz With Me
5. Apron Strings
6. Gozo
7. Country Gal
8. Snoopy
9. Shake Me. I Rattle
10. Humoresque in Two-Time

ADVANCED ROUNDS
(COURTESY CAROUSELS CLUB)
1 Spanish Gypsy
2. Dance
3. Wyoming Lullaby
4. Fascination Waltz
5. Rising Stars
6. Amoroso
7. Maria Elena
8. Lovely Lady
9. I'd Do Anything
10. Tango Capriccioso

Petticoat Kits
FEATURING

NYLON MARQUISETTE LAYERS
NO SNAG CONSTRUCTION
STIFFENED RAYON BINDING
NON-ROLL ELASTIC INCLUDED
EASY TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS
Each layer completely gathered and
bound. Simply sew the side seams and
finish the casing for a perfect fit.
Colors: white, black, red, pink, hot
pink, maize, yellow, orange, kelly
green, lime, light blue, aqua, royal,
navy, brown, orchid, purple.
State waist measurement and length of petticoat.

'VW/14149We

INTRODUCING
Our new petticoat design featuring two
layers with four tiers of marquisette per
layer. The fullness of the petticoats
matches that of our original two, three
and four layer petticoats.
CUSTOM
FULLNESS
KITS
MADE
Style A
not too full look
$10.95
$15.95
Style B
full look
$14.95
$21.95
Style C
extra full look
$18.95
$27.95
Available in solid colors or
any combination of two colors

Include S1.25 PER KIT to cover mailing costs.
Please allow three weeks for delivery.

Special Discount: $1.00 per kit for
seven or more kits per order.

Sewing Specialties
7429 4th Avenue South
Richfield, Minnesota 55423
(612) 869-6822

MULTICOLOR PETTICOATS
Made in three layers (full look) or four
layers (extra full look] with three tiers of
marquisette per layer. Each layer may
be a different color. State order of
appearance of colors (outside-middleinside). Please add $2 to the above
prices for the fullness desired.
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CALLERS
NEW CALLERS
EXPERIENCED CALLERS
ALL CALLERS
There is available to you a wealth of material in our most usable "SQUARE

DANCE CALLERS REFERENCE
NOTES.- Easy material, challenge material, new material, old material, all
written by and for our members.

LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
For a free mailing, send a postcard to.
S/D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA
16404 Ardath Ave, Gardena, Calif. 90247
EVENTS, Continued
New York— 1st Ann. New York S &
RID Federation Convention, July 23-24,
Syracuse. Write Grant & Shirley
Johnson, 136 Seeley Ave., Syracuse NY
13205.
Alberta— Cheechako Barbecue, July
23-25; Fort Saskatchewan: campout,
barbecue. games, contests, dance, open
air church service. Write Alma & Mal
Hodge, 11704- 37B Ave., Edmonton
Alb. Canada
Arkansas— 4th Ann. S/ D Convention,
July 23-24, Little Rock. Write Nadine
Higgins. 6708 Westover Dr., Little Rock
AR 72207.
California— Asilomar Vacation Institute. July 24-29. Contact SIO, 462 N
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90048.
Texas— Golden Triangle Sunrise '76
Festival, July 24, Beaumont. Write
Linton Broussard. P.O. Box 1052,
Sabine Pass TX 77655.
Arkansas— Callers College, July 25-30,
YWCA, Hot Springs: Cal Golden. Glenn
YOU GET A HALLI'LL DO THE CALL,

ED
FRAIDENBURG

4
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1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-95'4
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA

SPARKLING TIES
by Arlpi
4055 W. 163rd STREET
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135

Turpin, Rev. M.J. Timbs. Write Sharon
Golden, P.O. Box 2280, Hot Springs,
AR 71901.
Wyoming— Frontier Dance, July 30,
Cheyenne; Don Tennant & Larry
Alford. Write Friendly Neighbors S/D
Club, P.O. Box 3171, Cheyenne WY
82001.
Kansas— Knothead Jamboree, July
30-31. Abilene; Gaylon Shull, Carroll &
Hazel Robertson. Contact Pres & Liza
Grandstaff, 2423 Simmons, Salina KS
67401.
Massachusetts— Family Week at Pinewoods Camp, Buzzards Bay: July
31-Aug. 7; Dancing, music & song for
families to enjoy. Write Country Dance
& Song Society of America, 55
Christoher St., New York NY 10014.
Virginia— Hoedowners 6th Ann. S/D
Festival, Portsmouth: July 31: Jim
Cargill, Al Stevens, Lucile Waters.
Write Ms. Wendy Harder, 1 High St.,
Portsmouth VA 23704.
West Virginia— 6th Ann. Summer
Festival Bicentennial. Marshal Univ.,

Calling/Traveling
Full Time

redi

Mike
(]allaltati

147 NORTH AVENUE
HILTON, NEw YORK 14468
(716i 392.3807

THE NEW
AUTOGRAPH
BOOK
FOR
SQUARE & ROUND
DANCERS
Get as many names as you
want at any one event or
date. This will give you a
complete memento of the
staff at large festivals and
conventions.

COLLECT AUTOGRAPHS OF SQUARE
DANCE CALLERS & RID LEADERS
Huntington; July 30-31; Gary Shoemake, Sonny Bess, John Hendron,
Harold Thomas, Ray & Bea Dowdy.
Write Sonny & Mary Bess, 646 Adams
Ave., Huntington WV 25701.
Missouri— MSDA Southwest Council
Dance, Hinds Jr. College, Raymond;
July 31. Contact Sam Sanders, 5966
Baxter Dr., Jackson MS 39211.
Michigan— Northwest Michigan SID
Council Dance, July 31; Jim Lee; Sault
Ste. Marie. Write Bob & Lou Cook, 301
W 19th St.. Sault Ste. Marie MI 49783.
SQUARE LINE, Continued
Joe) and their wives, (Vicki, Susan,
Mary and Karen) had been given
numbers according to their placement
in the set (1,2,3,4). The only clue the
detective uncovered is written below,
and yet, in several seconds he was able
to tell each man's wife and what their
position was. Can you?
Clue: John's wife, the fourth lady,
Susan, and Karen (who is not Frank's
wife) all agreed that Ted's number was
one lower then Frank's and three lower
than Mary's.

100 names qualifies you for a handsome
piece of jewelry crafted into a charm,
pendant or emblem suitable for attaching to club badge or clothing.
Upon completion — no need to mail the
entire book and take a chance on loss.
Mail only the center-page order-form to
Blue Book Headquarters.
To get your Blue Book — Contact your
local square dance caller, round dance
leader or shop — or mail $1.63 ($1.50
plus postage) to Blue Book Autograph
Club, RD 3 Box 183, Honesdale PA 18431
ANSWER: The clue states that Ted's
number is three lower than Mary's,
which puts him in position one and
Mary in position four. Ted's is lower
than Frank's by one, putting Frank in
position two. John's wife cannot be the
fourth lady since they were referred to
as separate individuals at the start of
the club; therefore John must be in the
third position. since he is not in position
one or two, which are Ted and Frank,
respectively. This leaves one man, Joe,
and one position, fourth. We already
know Mary is in the fourth position,
hence she and Joe are wed. John's wife
is not Susan or Karen (first phrase of
clue), and not Mary who is Joe's wife,
so therefore must be Vicki. This leaves
Frank and Ted to be matched with
Karen and Susan. Karen, however, is
not Frank's wife (in parenthesis in
clue), so Karen must be Ted's wife and
Frank must be Susan's husband. The
completed solution then reads:
1. Ted and Karen
2. Frank and Susan
3. John and Vicki
4. Joe and Mary

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL

"
1,...„

• In Business since 1949 at same location.
41P111 • Same day service on most orders.
• Catalog upon request.
• One of the largest stocks in the Southwest. ,
I
t*
• Quantity purchase discounts.

MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • (602) 279-5521
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isCiEtACY
SPIN-OFF
Several years have passed since the last Leadership Orientation was
held in Northern New Jersey. Now the stage is being set for another along the lines suggested at LEGACY last year. To publicize
this event and create attention a new dangle is in evidence on a certain few people
in the northern New Jersey area. It reads : LUST 4 Fun.
Judging from the questions asked, the dangle is serving its purpose, as more and
more dancers are asking questions. Upon learning that LUST stands for "Let Us
Speak Together" and is to promote the mini-LEGACY on September 12, 1976,
some have already signed up. Herb and Carol Arkin are in charge of the event, and
Kerry Stutzman will call an evening dance for those who attend. Serving on the
committee are two couples of LEGACY trustees: Doc and Peg Tirrell and John and
Freddie Kaltenthaler.
Details to be considered in discussion sessions are: Administration (club
administration, caller hiring. scheduling, hiring halls, janitor relationships, board
meetings), Finances (Contracts. incorporation, bank accounts, insurance, IRS,
bonding, budgeting); Classes (organization, publicity, keeping new dancers, class
finances, teachers, solos and teens); Club Communications (Newsletter, flyers,
area publication); Community Activities (Publicity, demonstrations, bringing back
old dancers, special dances): Raids, Refreshments. Rounds (Raids, after-parties,
refreshments, round dancing. badges.dangles); Show and Tell (Decorations, prizes,
raffles, 50-50, making things); Potpourri (Century Club. Patrons Badges, camping,
conventions, weekends, square dance shops). Each section will have a moderator
and a secretary whose purpose is to draw out participants into general discussions
of various problem areas and keep things moving. The summary will be an
opportunity for each moderator to present the cogent points of the particular
sect ion.
Here is a great deal of subject matter for any who are interested in organizing a
similar event in another area.
Doc and Peg Tirrell
Cresskill New Jersey

NEW ADDRESS TRAVELERS CLUB
R.R. 1
Larville, Indiana 46764
Dance With 100 Clubs
For books, send $1.50 plus 25 postage.
36
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1976-1977
(Callerlab Approved)

erainstream
aus
Square Dance Program
for
the Graduate MAINSTREAM dancer
who wants Advanced Club Dancing

9it
Both Standard and APC
Figures
by
WILL ORLICH

in print now!
S4. Single Copy
Includes Mailing

BY WILL ORLICH
History has been made! At the third annual International Square Dance Callers
Convention in Chicago in April, almost 700 delegates approved a new list of 22
square dance basics above the MAINSTREAM level, officially labeled
MAINSTREAM PLUS, and prescribed for advanced club workshops. EVERY
CALLER MUST HAVE THIS BOOK! Every dancer OUGHT to have a copy.
Discounted multiple copies for handouts or resale can be obtained. Each basic is
fully described by the well-known choreographer, Will Orlich. BE CURRENT. Be a
"MAINSTREAM PLUS" CALLER/DANCER. BUY THIS BOOK NOW.

ORDER POST-PAID FROM
American SQUAREDANCE
Box 788
SAN DUSKY, OHIO 44870
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This month we'll depart from our custom of discussing strictly dance-oriented
items, and feature a product that we feel both dancers and callers ought to have in
their homes or campers, just as a matter of protection or peace of mind, for families
of people "on the go."
It's a compact fire alarm. This incredibly small and powerful alarm weighs only
one ounce, yet it can be heard easily throughout a large house. It is about the size
and shape of the smallest night light and plugs into any wall outlet without any
additional wiring. The alarm contains a miniature electronic sensor that sets off a
built-in alarm buzzer whenever room temperature reaches 135 degrees Fahrenheit.
It can be moved from room to room and even packed for use in hotel rooms or
campers while traveling. This unit sells for $18.95, postpaid, from H & V
Enterprises, Dept. NR-101, PO Box 8139, Salt Lake City, Utah 84108. Please say
you saw it in American Squaredance.
RECORD REVIEWS, Continued
COUNTRY BOY HOEDOWN/COTTON
PICKIN' — Windsor 5068:The "Country
Boy" side would not be easy to work
with; the music seems distracting for a
patter call. The ''Cotton Pickin' " side
sounds like a U.S.A. hoedown with a

strong snare drum rhythm.
SPECIAL RECORD:
JULIANNE— Square Tunes 171
Caller: Jack Lasry
A good hoedown beat; on the flip side
Jack workshops chase right.

THE COLLEGES
ARE COMING.. .
i
FONTANA VILLAGE
NORTH CAROLINA
November 17-21, 1976
STAFF
Don Williamson
Bob Rust
Stan Burdick
Tex Brownlee
Write: Fontana Village
Fontana Dam, NC 28733
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SILVER BAY
NEW YORK
Lake George Area
August 2-4, 1976
Orphie Easson
Stan Burdick
Write: American Squaredance Magazine, PO Box
788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870

OHIO
MIDWEST CALLERS
COLLEGE
Hospitality Inn
Columbus, Ohlo
STAFF
Stan Burdick
John Kaltenthaler
August 18-21
Write P.O. Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

center of alternate tatted flowers on the
organza. I attached Velcro to the lower
hem of the second tier and the top of the
third tier. In this way we had a full
length gown for the wedding and a
dance length dress for the reception by
separating the Velcro and adding a
crinoline. The bridesmaids and the
Matron of Honor had dresses made in
the same manner, doubling as dance or
full length dresses.
Most in the reception hall were

unaware of the dual purpose of the
dress. After the evening meal, Linda
was told to stand in the center of the
hall; the attendants all grouped around
her and wedding dresses became
square dance dresses.
Bob and Marie Bechter are presidents of Kuntry Kuz'ns. members of
which served the roast beef reception
dinner. Bob Mitchell called the squares
and a wonderful time was had by all.
Doc and Peg Tirrell
Cresskill, New Jersey

•

•

O
E T14f,
PO Box 12223Y"
357 Seven Oak Dr.
Knoxville TN 37912
PH 615-693-5055

Jack Lasry Dick Jones
168
177 DEAR WORLD. Round by Dick Whaley
167
176 LISA. Workshop by Jack Lasry
166
175 LET YOUR LOVE FLOW by Ted Frye
165
174 KEEP ON THE SUNNY SIDE. J Davis
164
173 SECRET LOVE by Dick Jones
163
172 JULIE ANNE by Jack Lasry
162
171 IF I HAD TO DO IT AGAIN, Bob Fisk
161
170 LYING EYES, by Paul Marcum
160
169 CARIN'. by Jack Lasry
1 ecl Frye
159

1P' AA
Bob Fisk Paul Marcum Johen 9 1Jay s
MANDY by Dick Jones
DAVID by Jack Lasry
ROSES AND LOVE SONGS Bob Fisk
OLD FOLKS AT HOME Johnny Davis
RHYTHM by Dick Jones
CAROLYN by Jack Lasry
LONESOME INDIAN by Jack Lasry
JACK'S SPECIAL by Jack Lasry
DREAMBOAT by Dick Jones
WRONG ROAD AGAIN BY Ted Frye
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1

THE RECORD DESIGNED . . WITH THE CAI LER IN MIND

WW 800
HEY. GOOD-LOOKING
New Round by Jim & Bonnie Bahr

MUSIC BY THE WAGONMASTERS
P.O. Box 364, Arvada, Colorado 80002

WW 133
EASY ON MY MIND
by Don Franklin

CALLERLAB CONFAB, Continued
dancers will do what amounts to a tandem partner trade with the two boys walking
single file to the right around the girls. The girls will move single file to the left
inside the boys to end still in a double pass thru formation. The movement
continues as the dancers progress single file to a half tag formation, ending in two
parallel ocean waves, boys on the end, girls in the center of the wave.
Here are two basic teaching examples:
Heads lead right.
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Circle to a line
Pass thru. wheel and deal
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Double pass thru
Track II. girls trade
Track II
Swing thru. spin the top
Swing thru, turn thru
Right and left thru, crosstrail
Left allemande
Left allemande
The Committee suggests a strong review and usage of the Mainstream Basic.
Turn Thru.
Even though over 800 had registered for the recent Callerlab Convention in Chicago
(See Pages 46-47, June ASD), the actual head count, according to Bob Osgood,
retiring Executive Secretary, narrowed down to 691 because of late cancellations.
431 of those are callers.

NEW RELEASES

2192 YOU TWO TIMED ME
ONE TIME TOO OFTEN
2193 MY WINDOW FACES
THE SOUTH

Written & Called by Otto Dunn,
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Written & Called by Monty Wilson,
Malibu, California
RECENT RELEASES

2191 THE SONG WE FELL IN LOVE TO Written & Called by Monty Wilson
Choreography: Art 'n Evelyn Johnson
5038A MY DREAM
Choreography: Dorothea House
5038B NO TWIRL WALTZ
P MacGregor Company 729 South Western Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90005

213-384-4191
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WORKSHOP, Continued
Walk and dodge, partner tag
Trade by, square thru three-quarters
Centers right and left thru, flutter wheel
Everybody trade by, left allemande.. .
Promenade, but don't slow down
Heads wheel around, pass thru
Chase right, scoot back
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Pass thru, chase right, boys run right
Reverse flutter wheel, crosstrail thru
Left allemande

RAMON
MARSCH
WEEKENDS
CU IBS
LESSONS WEEKNIGHTS
WORK SHOPS
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.
rliDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE 12161 632 1074
',/lember of ARC Callers Associatior

Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, chase right, boys run
Curlique. scoot back to ocean wave
Balance. change hands, left allemande.
Heads square thru four hands, pass thru
Chase right. boys run, curlique
Walk and dodge. chase right
Split circulate. scoot back to a
Left allemande

SQUARE DANCING and
FUN IN THE SUN
On the beautiful Grand Strand of Myrtle Beach S C
7th Annual
MYRTLE BEACH S&R/D FESTIVAL
Convention Center
September 16. 17, 18, 1976
Squares by Pearlie Goss, John Inabinet. Bobby
Lepard, Rounds by Harold & Judy Hoover
SPECIAL GUEST CALLERS
Harold Thomas & Bob Ferrell
For further information contact: Ardie Banker,
5139 Robinwood Drive, Charlotte NC 28212

A RECORD INNOVATION
by
CHAPARRAL
RECORDS

•

RECORDS_ •

NEW SQUARE DANCE RECORDING RELEASES
TAKE ONE — C101
A Patter Record
Called Side by Beryl Main
Music
Produced
by
Johnny Gimble
and the
Roadrunners

Gary JnOe-,aka

Write to:
CHAPARRAL RECORDS
366 San Miguel Dr. #200
Newport Beach CA 92660

SOMETHING ABOUT YOU
I LIKE — C201
Fill) Instrumental by Jerry Haag
RECORDINGS SOON TO BE RELEASED
GONE AT LAST — C301
Flip Instrumental by Gary Shoemake
I WRITE THE SONGS — C401
Flip Instrumental by Ken Bower
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To The Graduates — 1976
We come tonight with joy and elation
To another Cloverleaf graduation —
An outstanding class, in many ways,
Who deserve a lot of credit and praise.
They've learned a lot since the very first night
When some didn't know their left from their right.
They can allemande lett and allemande thar
And slip the clutch and shoot the star.
They can weave the ring with their hands behind 'em
And swing their partners (if they can find 'em).
They can box the gnat and circle to a line,
In fact, they can do most anything fine.
The can do a grand square like there's nothing to it;
You just name it and they can do it.
In the singing calls, they really look great.
They bow to their partners and circle up eight
And the ladies center and the men sashay
Most of the time they go the right way.
When the yellow rock's called, they respond with a shout,
And of all the yellow rockers, one couple stands out.
To vote for the best would just take a minute,
Nancy and Jessee would certainly win it.

111.1111

C319111E3'
DON'T FORGET!!
53.00 will bring you
our tape and info
on how to continue
the tape service
FREE OF CHARGE
every month!!

FREE
BROCHURE

7uoumft :time

spa

3600. 33rd AVE

Model T-100-2482 consists of the
powerful T-100 amplifier/turntable
plus two of the highly efficient CS-482
column reproducers. A system to
provide terrific impact on any crowd.
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SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95824

PHONE 421-1518

ANNOUNCING2 New Books
for Callers
JUST SAY
"A-B-C"
OR
"M-M-M".

itro
FEG

rai'38nc'''''.
0,00P0 •

ORDER NOW FROM
THIS MAGAZINE

And thank you. Jerry. for a job well done.
You've made these past months really fun.
You also deserve congratulations
For all your help and all your patience.
From the club to the class we'd like to say,
For us this is a really happy day.
You've come through blisters, laughter and tears
To learn the greatest sport there is.
From bow to your partner to spin chain thru,
You've come a long way. baby, we're proud of you.

— Carolyn C. Davis
Submitted by Jerry Vickers, Macon, Georgia

JOHN
HANDS
AN/TOWN. STATE

1 line SlimJim 854
Name only
regular size 954
Name and town
or design $1.10
Name and town
and design 51.25
State shape $2.00

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any Color— Black Whit,
Blue. Green. Brown. Red. Yellow. Walnut. B,
Send Check. We Pay Postage

PAT'S PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle. CO 81650 .3031 625.1718

504 KINDLY KEEP IT COUNTRY. Marlin Hull
505 SHELBY'S BANJO/LOVE ME HOEDOWN
506 AMERICA by Shelby Dawson
507 GET IT ON/SHEB'S HOEDOWN
IChorded for several singing calls]
202 DEAR JOHN [After-party Entertainment)
Distributed by Corsair Continental
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A
GRAND
SQUARE
dancer

r•
Or

OR TWO
A Grand Square Dancer Or Two— that
title truly fits Don & Bea Johnson, two
"angels" from the Shirts N' Skirts
Square Dance Club of Vestal, N.Y. For
the past two years, Don & Bea have
been Host & Hostess for the Calico Club
(the class club of the Shirts N' Skirts).
Throughout the summer, they continued to dance with last year's class and
even now support the intermediate club
with their attendance.
Being Host & Hostess for the Calico
Club entails being Treasurer, Diplomat,
Chairman. and most of all, it means
being there. rain, snow. sleet or shine.
Yes. I suppose it's true that anyone can
do it. but Don & Bea put forth added
enthusiasm and zest when they undertook the job and showed many a dancer
that ' •fun" is synonymous with "square
dancing". And. as with anything else.
the little extras count. Their "totally
unselfish" actions are truly refreshing
and should be applauded.
Don & Bea began square dancing in
1966 when they joined the class club of
the Shirts N' Skirts. At that time they
were already avid ballroom dancers and
belonged to a ballroom dance club. It

didn't take long for square dancing and
round dancing to win out in the
demands for their time. Soon they were
not only members of the two existing
area clubs. but also members of the
round dance club, the Merry-GoRounds.
Hard workers, they devoted their time
and energies to their new hobby and
through the many trials and rigors of
leadership and membership have held
steadfast to their belief that "square
dancing is fun".
Don & Bea served on the boards of
both clubs several times and on too
many committees to mention. They
were Chairman of the Shirts N' Skirts
for the 1968-69 dance season and also
President of the Shufflin' Shoes Square
Dance Club during the 1972-73 season.
They have also served as Host &
Hostess for the Shufflin' Shoes Class
(the Crackerjacks) as well as the Shirts
N Skirts class (the Calico Club).
In 1970. Bea devoted many. many
hours to the Shirts N' Skirts Cookbook.
which is still talked about and used by
older members of the club.
Continued on Page 96
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SUBSCRIPTION DANCES
GERMANTOWN (Memphis), TN: Wed., July 21
Contact: Ed & Sally Ramsey
OZARK ACRES, AR: Thursday. July 22
Contact: Doris Schaffert (alt.)
MT. HOME. AR: Thursday. July 22 (eve.
Contact: Mural Partee
KILLEEN. TX: Saturday. July 24
Contact: Paul Greer
MINERVA. NY: Wednesday. August 11
Contact: Bill & Mary Jenkins
AUGUSTA, GA; Wednesday. September 15
Contact: Whit & Faye Landrum
SMYRNA, GA, Thursday. September 16
Contact: John Swindle
BEREA. OHIO: Monday. September 27
Contact: Al Jaworske
CHARDON. OHIO: Wednesday. September 29
Contact: Ed & Klaire Martin
BROCKVILLE, ONT.; Thursday, September 30
Contact: Garnet & Muriel Gallinger
HAMILTON. ONT.: Friday. October 1
Contact: Marg & Gerry Johnston
PETERBOROUGH. ONT.: Saturday. October 2
Contact: Bob & Jane Jaffray
MARION. VIRGINIA: Friday. October 8
Contact: June Little
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO. Sunday, October 10
Contact. Jim & Mary Batema
WYOMING. MICHIGAN: Tuesday. October 12
Contact: Frank Randall
CAMILLUS. NEW YORK: Sunday. October 24
Contact: Tom & Faye Tomlinson
CHARLOTTE. NC: Thursday. October 28
Contact . Sandy Payne
BELLEVILLE, IL (St. Louts Anse); October 29
Contact: Joe & Marilyn Obal

BECKLEY, WV; Friday, February 4, 1977
Contact: Ted Lacy
NEW BRIGHTON, PA; Sat.. February 19, 1977
Contact: Jim & Lois Hume
MACON. GEORGIA; Friday. February 25, 1977
Contact: Jim & Evelyn Tyler
UTICA, NY; Wednesday. March 2, 1977
Contact: Ray & Lucille Graf
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA; Wed.. March 16, 1977
Contact: Connie & Al Whitfield
PISCATAWAY, NJ: Friday, March 18, 1977
Contact: Bob & Mary Rankin
PARKERSBURG, WV: Friday. April 1, 1977
Contact: Keith & Karen Rippeto
CHARLESTON. WV; Wednesday, April 6, 1977
Contact: Erwin Lawson
ALTOONA, PA; Thursday, April 14. 1977
Contact: Emil Corle
GOODLAND. KANSAS; Sunday. April 17, 1977
Contact: Marie & George Edwards
MUSKEGON. MI: Thurs.. April 21, 1977
Contact: Ken & Dot Gilmore
ERIE. PA; Thursday. April 28, 1977
Contact: Bob & Lorrie Morrison
CANANDAIGUA, NY: Sunday. May 1, 1977
Contact: Bob & June Ellis
LAKE PLACID. NY: Friday, May 13. 1977
Contact: Phil & Mary McKinney
POTSDAM. NY Sunday, May 15. 1977
Contact: Walt & Ruth Pharoah
MINERVA. NY; Wednesday, August 10, 1977
Contact: Bill & Mary Jenkins
SPRING GULCH. PA; Saturday. August 20, 1977
Contact: Pete & Joyce Kaiser
CHARDON, OHIO: Friday. September 23, 1977
Contact: Ed & Klaire Martin
BELLEVILLE. IL (St. Louis areal; Sept. 30, 1977
Contact: Joe & Marilyn Obal
WYOMING. MI; Tuesday. October 11, 1977
Contact: Frank Randall
JOHNSTOWN. PA: Sunday, November 27, 1977
Contact: Charles Stephey or Jim McNulty
PISCATAWAY. NJ: Friday. January 20. 1978
Contact. Bob & Mary Rankin
NEW BRIGHTON PA: Saturday. February 11. 1978
Contact: Jim & Lois Hume

SIOUX CITY, IOWA; Monday, November 1
Contact: Chuck & Sandy Veldhuizen
GREENVILLE, OHIO; Thursday, November 4
Contact: Harold Pterstorft
BOWLING GREEN, KY; Friday, November 5
Contact: Curtis & Barb Pinson
LEXINGTON, NC; Tuesday, November 18
Contact: Fred & Margaret Keller
PANAMA CITY, FLORIDA; Friday, November 28
Contact: Darryl & Ann McMillan
MONTGOMERY, AL; Wed., January 12, 1977
Contact: Dewey Glass
ATLANTA, GA; Thursday, January 13, 1977
Contact: Dean Baldwin
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA; Friday, January 21, 1977
Contact: Warren & June Berglund
COLUMBUS, OHIO; Wed., January 28, 1977
Contact: Ed Kane
GREEN BAY, WI: Sunday, January 30, 1977
Contact: Bruce & Sue Witbro

Don't \
tie up
mail
service
f..use

ZIP
CODE,
Mad moves the country—
ZIP CODE moves the mail ,
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EVERYBODY'S GETTING
CONTRA-CONSCIOUS!!
THIS IS THE YEAR OF THE HERITAGE DANCE
Stan Burdick
THAT IS SWEEPING THE COUNTRY BOTH
FOR PARTICIPATION AND PERFORMANCE.
IT PARALLELS A RENEWED INTEREST IN SMOOTH "DANCEMANSHIP. Editor/caller/prompter Stan Burdick is available for selected sessions for
dancers and leaders to learn or to prepare to teach contras and quadrilles.
Contact this magazine for information, please.

GRAND SQUARE DANCER, Continued
The Johnsons were selected as representatives of our square dancing group
several times at the multi-county and
state level. Bea was also selected to be
our representative in 1975 on a popular
area TV show where she did a fantastic
job representing square dancing.
A million words could be written about

the good works and good deeds that
Don & Bea have done in the past years
and still not cover all. So we will just
say. "Thanks Don!! Thanks Bea!!"
from all the square dancers you have
helped by action or example, word or
deed over the years.
Betty Card
Binghamton. NY

iflustang ant 1Ligl)tning
-AN

Jan

NEW MUSTANG RELEASES:
MS
MS
MS
MS

Air"

171 BRASS BUCKLES by Chuck Bryant
170 BLANKET ON THE GROUND by Chuck Bryant
169 I'M A RAMBLING MAN by Chuck Bryant
168 I PROMISE WHEN YOU LEAVE YOU'LL
WEAR A SMILE by Jack Bishop

—le

LIGHTNING S RELEASES:
LS 5031 COPPER KETTLE by Earl Rich
LS 5030 TONIGHT SOMEONE'S FALLING IN LOVE
by Art Springer
LS 5029 A COUNTRY SONG IS A COUNTRY SONG
BY Jack Cloe
LS 5027 I WISH I'D LOVED YOU BETTER
BY Art Springer
1314 Kenrock Dr., San Antonio, TX 78227
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BY MARY JENKINS

ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
by Emanuel Duming
"Emanuel Duming is an innovator, as
•• I resolve:
well as a caller, choreographer and
1. To honor all calling commitments.
artist. This book bears out his interest in
2. To conduct oneself as a gentleman or
helping the newer caller both with
lady at all square dance functions.
material and the philosophy of the
3. To participate in the free exchange of
activity." So writes Stan Burdick in the
material and ideas among callers and
Foreword.
square dance leaders.
Stan also says "Calling is both an art
4. To maintain a positive attitude
and a science. This ABC book constitues
toward fellow square dance callers.
a tool by which each caller can practice
5. To be well-groomed and pleasant in
both professional approaches to a very
manner and dress as befitting the
good advantage."
square dance occasion.
This textbook is a study into the
6. To completely abstain from intoxicamechanics of preparing the prospective
ting liquors and/or hard drugs before or
caller or teacher to direct "Modern
during a square dance.
Western Square Dancing."
7. To adhere to standardized square
Besides how to teach definite figures
dance terms and nomenclature.
or movements, this book gives us these
8. To help beginner callers and square
topics: Thoughts on Diction and Teachdancers in every way possible.
ing, Thoughts on Leadership, A
9. To strive to give each group the
Glimpse into the Sound System, Phrase
maximum entertainment possible withBuilding and Timing, Canned Music
in the realm of my ability.
and Your Voice, and a list of Suggested
10. To refrain from any action that will
Reading.
take away from or hamper the fun and
The final page of this 32-page text has
fellowhsip of square dancing.
the Caller's Code of Ethics, which
Order from American Squaredance
should be not only memorized but
PO Box 788. Sandusky OH 44870 — $3.
practiced by callers everywhere.
LOOK: A 54 x 7'/2-inch Hemmed Inflation-Fighter F LAG — S1.00

a

Square Dancing & Our Bicentennial
Are American Heritages
In keeping with this, the FLAGS are
white background with red and blue
on each flag. The design is one color
and USA the other.

PATRONIZE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
If there is no dealer in your area, send
$1.00 per flag for prepaid shipment.

MARES Co.
Box 371, Champaign, III. 61820

FLAG ATTACHMENTS S1.25
Due to the quality of material used in these flags, we do not coat the flags
yet they are unconditionally guaranteed to your satisfaction.
(/ 7

SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
drain:imam

ProgressIves—
all types: $2.00

Family dance
book: $2.00

EASY
CALLS

Adaptations for
Easy ()/N/S $2.00

Mainstream Callerlab Basics: $4.00

ORDER ALL BOOKS FROM THIS MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870 [ppd.'

ASK ABOUT QUANTITY PRICES

JiNg-f:Catc

S/D Cartoons
4.00

FIRST
a CM S

First Steps To Contra
by Welt Cole:S2.00

CLINIC: $5.00
Wealth of Info for callers...

DIPOMAS
S/D & R/D: 104 ea
Clogging: 154 ea.

THE ,Or
WINDMILL

Bloentenniel
Idea: $3.00

Plus-50

Hash System for
Callers: $2.00

Cloning: S4.00
Runaway Bast Senor

LEARN
TO

Christmas cards
[Buy 'em early)
$2.00 pkg. of 12
with envelopes

SOUR VII10E

BOOK

CeiP
ART

47
41=,
cr2.

74-75 Edition
Advanced Club
Basics: $4.00

Yb

Promotional folders:
100-14., 300-810,
500-816., etc.

Best of Will Orllch
5-yr. Collection of
Choreo Info from
ASO: 55.00

Clip Art Book
Art to dress up your
flyers, ads, posters
$3.00

FOCIOSH LONE
Achievement is the knowledge that you have studied and worked hard and done the
best that is in you. Success is being praised by others, and that's nice, too, but not
as important or satisfying. Always aim for achievement and forget about success.
—Helen Hayes' mother

PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
COME AND BROWSE ....
NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT
RECORDS
ELECTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES
JEWELRY
SQUARE DANCE ACCESSORIES
CANDLES
USED SQUARE DANCE CLOTHING
POTTERY
(on consignment)
& S/13 RELATED ITEMS.

Judy O'Connor
2920 Washburn Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55423
612-869-9501

Mail and phone orders handled promptly. Please include
address, ap code and phone number when ordering —

•

CAL GOLDEN'S CALLERS COLLEGES,
FESTIVALS AND WEEKENDS
•

1976 CALLERS COLLEGES — Het Springs, Arkansas
Aug. 8-13: Experienced Callers
July 25-30. New Callers
Nov. 14-19: Specialized Course
Aug. 22-27: Experienced Callers
STAFF: Bill Peters, Stan Burdick, M.J. Tlmbs, Ray & Bea Dowdy
AND Cal & Sharon Golden
1976 SQUARE DANCE FESTIVALS
6th Ann. Fun Feat, Jekyll Island, Georgia
July 6-10:
Aug. 6-7:
4th Ann. Dogpatch USA, Harrison, Arkansas
Oct. 22-23:
3rd Ann. Festival, Mt. Home, Arkansas
Oct. 29-30:
5th Ann. Pumpkin Festival, Owatonna, Minnesota
2nd Ann. Autumn Jamboree, Barren River Pk.,
Nov. 20:
Lucas, Kentucky
1977 SQUARE DANCE WEEKENDS
Sheraton Hotel
French Lick, Indiana
Jan. 14,15,16; Jan. 21,22,23; Feb. 11,12,13
Feb. 18,19,20; Feb. 25,26,27; Mar. 4,5,6
*OUTSTANDING STAFF EACH WEEKEND
For further information and brochures on the above, write:
SHARON GOLDEN, PO Box 2280, Hot Springs AR 71901 [501-624-7274]
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"I know you needed a new petticoat, Sue, but this is ridiculous!"

suve r eco“\s
NEW RELEASES
SC599 CORRINA
Caller: Mac McCullar
SC600 STRIP POLKA
Caller: Don Pfister
SC601 CENTENNIAL MEDLEY
Callers: The Staff

RECENT RELEASES:
SC598 Big Mable Murphy
SC597 Nanakuli
SC596 Walk With Me
SC595 Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet
SC594 Caribbean
SC593 Do Remember Me
WRITE FOR CATALOG
Box 1448 San Luis Obispo CA 93406
.•••••
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DEAR MRS. GRAF
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Lucille Graf of Utica, New York, called for the fifth and sixth graders at Main Street
Elementary School, Whitesboro. The stdents wrote letters following her visit.
Here they are, unedited:
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Thank you for coming. You called the
saying just like a pro.
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I think it's greatcome
to have
real
to oura
school.
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person
that
are
squ
You're even better tha
calls the steps on the record.
it has been a privilege to work with
you.1 really ilice square dancing and you
made it to Just a note to say Thank
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Thank you for helping us out with our
square anin. 'rn the one vvith the
shoe. I had to tie my shoe just before we
started.
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I know you took time for me.
appreciate it very much. / hope you
come again.
can
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aHope
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caller and
really
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again.
I'd hire you! Thanks
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I don't like to square dance but I like
how you call them.
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